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Busine sses which exist for the sole purpo e of r ntlng it 
as vari�d as heavy contraotor• s quiprnent, trucks and traUer·s , party 
and banquet fixtures and aoooutennents , and .. do-it-yourself •• tools 
are of recent origin . Initial investtnents in theee bustn e es  are often 
substantial . Growth from tb sinall-ttem operation to th full•servtoe , 
beav,-equlpment business. requires l&rg.e sums ot eddlttonal opetattnw 
and investment ca pltal . 
While any new industry may appear to grow rapidly in its early 
stages ,, the lack of read1ly-aveUable. &>en-owed capital may ln fa.Gt 
repress the 9rowth not only of the industry but of in.dlvtdual firm ln 
· that industry. One of the prtmary .reesons for capital restraint is ·the 
tack Of ,eltable lnformetion about the indu.stry on Wh1$h th potential 
lender can make sound Judoment . This is particularly true for the 
rental indus.try • 
Purpose 
Ther, is evldeno that the rentel indu try has now matur d to 
a point where signlfieant monage,ment pr.tnolples have evolved nd 
2 
with them acoountlng s ophi stioatton * both of which are neces sary for 
critical analysts . 'the purpose of thi s  study wa s to e stabl ish an ana­
lytical framework_ with which investors ;, creditors , and other interested 
parties might determine the fea sibility of estabUsb1ng new busines se s  
or e)[panding old one• ,  or for uae in correcting deficiencies in oper• 
attng results of existing ones . 
ObJe0t1ves 
Finoncial analysis relies rather heavily on ratios a s  standards , 
or measures for comparlsona . R4tioe , in this context, oan be in any 
form that relates one quantity to another, whether they are expres sed 
ln terms of peroentage s , fractions * or 1n some other form . The obJec• 
tlvea of this study, then , were: 
1 .  To establtsh for th• r•ntal industry reltable rattos that 
can be u sed by financial and busines s  oommuniUee . • 
2 .  To analyze the ratios established, potnt.tno out the factors 
that contribute to the over..._ll profitabUity of the flrm . 
Expense Studies of the _ :ntal Indu try 
A coat-breakdown ta1'le <••• Appendix A) wes publ1th d in the 
Bensa1 � R@qt.st9r in 19 60 1 and reprint d tn tbe same Rengal Eqytp• 
tiDi &tq.tster (name oh.anted) In 1963  with no <ihanges '.becau ·• the 
e tun t s wer oon,tdered to b the ost aoo\U'4-te av-. Uabl. • This 
tie.bl was ,at•o reprinted by th Bank of · lea . 2 Although 11· d a 
surv y, lt wa aotu lly n sum.ate arrtved t. by r;Jeve.-al r. ntal o r.­
ators dunn9 a " tudy aonfetenc. 11 wlth th publisher of the &u1S1l 
JgytpmeDl R.tsz&at•=- lt was based on aonthly tncorae preJao-t1on· e.nd 
wa s -quite illlilar to steUsUeal 1nfotm tt.on developed tram other sur-
ftnns With taeoretiee.l 9to$ S incom of $30 , 000 , 60 ,. ooo , end 
$9 0 ,  000 per year· as  pe-roetved by eJQ>edenoed tenta.l operators who 
. Md gone tbtOugh tllea · stages of gtowth� 
3 
Th value of the table tn Appendl,c A derl\fed from the fact that 
lt attempted to show how the expense ratios changed es the si�• of the 
constant at thirty per cent end r pa1ts at fifteen pet cent 1 while 
lJames J .  Gartland, • The Economics of Rentc!l t • Benlti lsm&p­
DWll iilsister, (Julv,  19 60) and Vol . 6 ,  No� 2 (February, 19 63) ,  p .  29 . 
3 DEquipm nt Rent · 1 Business , " Small Busin s Advisory Sen-
1<il , &yll B,as&noss RePQrtC, San Francisco" Vol . 5 ,  No. 9 ,  p. 4 .  
occu,-ncy expenses were considered to take fourteen p r cent Of tbe 
smell Y4td' s  gross bUt only five per cent of tb · larger ye.td•.s .  This 
had • salutary effect on profit for th·e ·latget yards . Tbe data , how• 
ver, were ot gathered u irig staUsttcally aocepiable m th · or 
4 
PfQCedurea , or taken .ftom actual samples . Thus , the di� theri!ln are 
not con idere-d rel1ab1 for the purp0ees of e tabl1sh1ng new flnn s. 
w&tbla the industry or ln aequltin9 oapital for �paaaton of � t1ng ftnns .  
A surve·y of sixteen large firm wa •· d• in 19 6 1 , 1962 , and 
19 64 (see Appendix B for the 1964 ft9ures) . These firm had 9to s 
tncomes re.nging from $80 , 000 to over 1 , 000 , 000 and had b e 1n 
h\latne s for t n year& or mor . • Elev n of the ftnn s  were in CaUfomie 
nd ft•e we in other ,atts of tbe United State, . · · ost of the flnn• 
S1>8Qtelt-.d 1n  tb• rental of tool.a and rnedtum -to-haavy eq\li)11D,ent . 
Expense data were sent ln by ail nd than • day-long meeting of th· 
C111fte_r-.managers of the sixteen yards wt.s used to work out th probl ins 
of interr,re�tlon of tbe naw data . leceu of the care ond pro¢edure 
taken to make the urv y accurate and under toed bf ell partto1pants ,  
� urteen ... yara llfVtfV ta considered ·by the wtlt r to be an accurate 
xpense ena1v,1s of thcua• firms but the data caver only · U.mited 
number of .flna.s moet of which op rat• in one se«o.r of -the oountrv. 
5 
A group of managers from five California yards , eaoh with 
annual gross  incomes of $2 50 , 00 0  or more , met and supplied expense 
and profit figures for the years 1 9 58 ,  19 59 , and 19 62 . The tabula ­
tions for · 19 62 are shown in Appendix C .  The ratios  for the se finn s 
are roughly comparable to the averages for the sixteen fi� s . 
The Rental Industry 
History and Gro:,ah 
The hi story and growth of the general equipment rental indu stry 
really begins after World War II when the "do-it-yourself" trend 
became general . Specialized rental service s for tables and chairs 
existed prior to World War I .  Hertz began renting cars in Chicago in 
the 1 9 20 ' s  and Abbey Rents started their party and hospital rental 
service in 1 9 2 4  in Kansa s City . 
The general public ha s becom·e aware of the equipment rental 
busines s  as  a department store of rental services that include s the 
s oftgoods line ( sickroom , party, exercise machines ,  guest , wedding , 
and convention needs) and the· hard-goods li�e (contractor-light­
medium -heavy equipment) , consisting of sporting goods , vacation 
supplies , household needs , and all the tools that the home-owner, 
contractor and bus ines sman may have occa sion to rent . . 
The trend in do-it-yourself proj ects by the home-owner has 
brought heavy demands for renting small tools and equipment ,  but 
the do-it-for-fun rentals and machine and other rentals to business­
men provide an increasing demand requiring constant expansion of 
the business and industry . In 1958 twenty-three per cent of all 
firms or 1, 2 12 were located in California . 3 
6 
The chairman of the Special Proj ection of ARA Committee 
reported on February 10 , 196 5 ,  that the volume of the rental business 
was expected to double within the next four years and that nine 
people out of ten would be familiar with the rental services rather 
than the present four out of ten. 4 
Some crystal-ball gazers predict that by the end of 
the twentieth century , consumers will be less interested 
in owning and more interested in using. On the subj ect , 
Ferdinand M .  Maus.er, professor of marketing at Wayne 
State University , says in the Ha.rvarg Business Review: 
"People in a busy , rapidly-moving , affluent society 
increasingly realize that they are not interested in things 
per se , but rather in their use in a oonvenient , worry-free 
manner . •• 5 
3 
112!a- , p .  1 . 
4clayton Charbonnet , Director of the American Rental Associ­
ation at the 19 6 5  ARA Convention in Cincinnati, Ohio . 
5rack L .  Taylor, Jr . , uThe Mid-Sixties and the Revolution in 
Retailing, " Inspection News, Vol . 5 1, No. 2 (March , 196 6), p .  27, 
Atlanta, Georgia . 
The saturation point has not been reached in many localities 
as i s  evidenced by the increasing demand for rental servi-ces. New 
operations seem t� do as much for educating the public for more 
established rental operations as they do hann to the already existing 
busine s s  establishments , Pa st trends show a steady growth pattern 
in the rental industry .  However, capital and knowledge concerning 
· the rental business have not kept pace. 
Basic Population and Location Requirements 
The difference in profit between entering saturated rental 
market and an area that needs a service of this kind does not need 
to be emphasized. Pioneering in a new market or competing in an 
established one both contain problems and arguments that go beyond 
the space limits of this  research. In either case, location i s  
important. 
The New England States are beginning to be sexviced by 
new rental operations. Disous sions at rental conventions indicate 
that populations of 50, 000  people in the New England States will 
support about the same rental volume as 30, 000 Middle-Westerners 
or 20 , 0 0 0  Southern Californians . 
7 
8 
Industry leaders consider the typical situation to be one rental 
store doing more than $50 , 000  per year gros s rental s in a city of 
50 , 000  people . However, there are indications that this situation 
becomes · a  stagnation point when competition or competent manage­
ment is  absent . Cities where " territories " are divided are a ca se in 
point . Many towns of 2 0 , 0 0 0  population have small rental operations 
and s ome cities of 7 0 , 0 0 0  people have four full -line rental stores .  6 
However, competitive rea sons call for centralizing in a location 
where cu stomers and traffic flow gathers 50 , 000  people within a 
two-mile radius . A competing rental store must develop 'its own 
center becau se the periphery of this area is only worth a small piece 
of the economic pie . 
As cities become larger it becomes increa singly difficult to 
plan a profitable location .. Distance from potential customers , promo­
tion costs , and the huge investment nece s sary in both plant and equip­
ment all work against the typical SO , 000 -population approach . Many 
of the most profitable categories of the 0We Rent M ost Everything .. 
. rental store have become specialities  in the larger cities .  There are 
6For example , Sioux Fall s ,  South Dakota , is a city in the 
latter category . 
9 
QOJn�tor& wbo deal in depth and rent nothing �ut trucks , or trt.Jlera , 
or hospital equipm:ent , ot tQ>les and ctwdts1 end others who rent 
- ocmtraotor equlprn�t and fotk-U.ft tru-cks merely as an ancillary to 
their sales of these same items . tn some cases operating polloie 
allow little or no profit other than from an eventual sale . As • result , 
meny of thes highly specialized ftmla are not m etlng oonsuaer 
demands . · Thus ,  many larg cities ar, . underdev loped wltb re J)e(':t 
to tbe oom_pl te re�tel type of buslness . 
The .Propensity to rent bard ant# soft good ite1t1s vanes With 
different perts of the oo\u1try,. People use more rented items outdoors 
than. indoors , ond they use them m«e if they ov,n th$ir O\'ll'l ham s 
With yards and lf they bav let.sure time aocompemed by h.loh b'l0011lefJ 
or wages . A growing comaunltr wttb ohan9in9 needs has a greater 
propensity tc r.ent t11An a stal)le ot declining oi,.e . New t profitable., 
and progressive bu _ iness flrms rent mony times more: than old deollning 
ones . People do much more w-ork w1th. rental tools irt the spdno , 
summer, and fall; aad the length of the winter has - decided eff&et 
on the year' s profits � WMn the buatness  be.comes firmly esta.blish.ed 
in an uea , the educational process with the rental customer pro-
gr sses ao<t0fd1n.9 to the ability of. the rental busines smen. In pro­
gres slv• areas , competition is keen , and the busilless l ln some 
s_pects far advanced. Equlpsnen.t that ls r«tted. most of the year from 
10 
a fenced-in d1splay yard would oertotnly cut the overhead ot. the 
Northern rental operators. .  Notthem operator, would not be acoustoined 
to the intense oQIQ.peUtton in �ogres slve· Southern areas ,  hoWevu. 
Locatton tn lb@ Qitx 
Industry l ders have detennined that the moat proftta.ble looa-
Uon is oa a w-ell•tta'Veled stt•et , 9eogtaphical1y ln the center of the 
potential cu.stOineta . lt .ls not necessary to be downtown or en the 
outskirts, of towa la Sub\d'bta unltu1s th• empha sis ts on one or the 
other type of custom.et� LooatJ.ng b .tween tb.e downtown an.d suburban 
distriots ts therefore us\16lly considered •ost a-dvanta9eous . 
Aa long a.s the yard ta located on a. heavily�veled stteet, e. 
run•d<Wln area or looattoa te ati1faQtory for tw-o ,easons . The cost 
for th.ls type of loaaUon 11 muoh lower than a stm1lar1y attategio but 
newet ar•• and addttlonol property usually oan 1>e more ee.sily· pur­
·abased •ot leased for the inevitable future need for apace . 
Another reason th.et the b19l rent dl.str.tct is not neoe•MrY· is 
that the aonomtos of rentals comet under a diffe,-nt oonsumer gocda 
oe,tegory than that of moat retoU establlahmente . Jn retailing,. the 
type of good8 \\SuaUy detePDln•• the location , Thus , shopping floods 
stores are located 'Where oomparteon •re PotSible and convenlefioe 
1 1  
goods stores tend to be located near the customer. 7 Specialty g oods 
bring the customer to the door with a definite purpose in mind . 
Renting is  ba s.lcally a specialty although with increa sing competition , 
there will be m ore shopping and convenience a spects than exist at 
present . 
Once the well-traveled street in the ••center of the customer " 
concept is  attained, it i s  more important that the physical  facilities 
be adequate to perform the rental service than for the l ocation to be 
in a high rent district . 
Lot Size 
The rental lot itself should be sufficiently large to take care 
of all the trucks , trailers , and equipment that round out the rental 
inventory • .Ample space for ingre s s  and egres s ,  handling , and 
customer parking i s  extremely important . There should be storage 
space , space for expansion of the building, and space or optionable 
property for at lea st doubling the initial lot size . The lot s hould be 
flat and a corner lot is desirable to facilitate entry and exit . 
Each factor of plant size , lea se or purcha se , location choice 
in the city and section of the country, and perfonnanee of physical 
plant functions , creates its own plus or minus situation toward the 
. 7 Charles  Phillips and Delbert Duncan, Marketing Principles iUli1. 
M ethods , Richard D .  Irwin , Inc . ,  Homewood, Illinois ,  1 9 5 6 , pp . 9 3 -9 7 .  
1 2  
rent or occupancy cost of running the business .  The factors combine 
to form occupancy expenses . These must be held within a rea sonable 
cost of three and one-half to eight per cent of total income to provide 
a base· for an efficiently operating rental store or yard . 
Lease or Purchase Considerations 
Another decision concerns leasing or buying of th.e lot . Only 
broad outlines can be made because so much depends on the individ­
ual situation .  Generally , leasing is cheaper in the short run because 
of flexibility, mobility, tax write-off , and use of the mone.y in the 
operating end of the business . "It 's logical , therefore , to tie up as 
little capital as possible in building and land . This money oan be 
better ernployed in your renting business . 11 8  A lease can be fully 
written off against profits but land that is owned is purchased with 
after-tax dollars , and they are not recoverable except when the land 
is sold . Leases should , however, be protected with renewal options . 
The purchase of buildings and land may, in some cases , be 
less expensive in the long run . This w,ould be especially s o  1f pay­
ments were rent size and the original down payment was small or 
accomplished with borrowed funds . At one per cent per month , 
8Jack Haskett , " Before You Sign That Lease , 11 Rental Service 
Forecaster, Vol . 8 ,  No . 7 (October, 1962) , p .  1 .  
1 3  
payments (including six per oent simple interest and tw o  and one-half 
per cent allowance for taxe s and insurance) will usually pay for land 
in fifteen years � The operator may be forced to remain in a poorly­
chosen location if he ha s purcha sed it . 
Profits Ftom Physical Plant Functions 
T�e counter,· tick.et-writing , and handling area of the building 
should be handy for customer and rental operator alike . It should be 
geared to handle busines s  peaks and valleys of very little traffic . 
The counter should be arranged s o  that employees can meet customers • 
needs quickly and also carry out office duties during slow periods . 
A yard-type operation uses a _ separate building for the counter and 
the store-type ha s  it in the main storage room . 
The bulk of the rental items are di splayed a s  attractively a s  
pos s1ble in the main yard or storage room . The crea lion of the *'we 
have everything " impres sion is important .  Display i s  grouped for 
related item s ,  ea se of handling or loading , frequency of rental , and 
appearance . 
9 Bob Elm en , '1W1ll Property Purcha se Aid Your Future Growth ? "  
Rental Equipment Register, Vol . 4 ,  No ._ 1 0  (October # 19 6 1) , p .  9 .  
1 8 9 A ,O O  
,-. "" I  •�• • - ... - - - - . 
1 4  
A showroom, or at a minimum, a clean area , should be demar­
cated s o  that clean or s oft goods items may be properly displayed . 
Here it is usually oonsidered best to display only one of everything 
and put the rest of _the like items in storage . The image of the show­
room with its cleanlines s  and attractive appearance is a good indi­
cation of how money spent on the location site can pay for itself .  
As the rental store grows in volume , handling of the many 
depth items becomes a problem. The expense of handling chairs four 
times for each rental begins to be recognized a s  a considerable part 
of the expense of renting them out . Investment in handling facilities 
such a s  separate loading doors, docks , pallet equipment, roller a nd 
trailer mounting , and convenient storage then may become a worth 
while investment . Location costs cease to be a fixed expense in the 
long run a s  more -business  oreates a need for expanded facilities .  
Intens ified storage problems accompany the growing handling 
problem . Both clean and "dirty" storage is needed . The typical large 
party and hospital rental store utilizes the showroom-in-front , 
storage-in-back concept . This same idea can b.e used by the rent­
everything store if the showroom is distinctly separated from the 
main tool-storage area (see Appendix D) . Clean storage for hospital 
and party supplies is a must , and it is also well to have. some 
storage for near-J unk and off-sea son items . 
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ln a small , one---man storef an office t s  us.uall.y . ln oonjum:tton 
with the counter. A ;ood place for an office in a. large operation is ln 
the clean showroom area where traffic ts much lighter so tbat the 
eonoenttatlon needed 1n· ·offtQe -wotk ts ,ossihle . Offic• personnel 
can also be oorrectly dressed for waiting on the type .of customers 
that come to the bowroom . · S lesmen do not have to contend with the 
roar of $ng1nes ., The tnve·stsneDt in an off1ce ean brtng '1tany dividends 
to the busine,s a  a s  tt lends itself to the efficient organJ.saUon of the 
whole busines s enterprise . 
The �epeJ:r shop i u,uolly large enough to do minor repairs 
Which employe s can .uke, during sl4ok periods • It should be located 
away from customer ttaffic 4 
GHAPTEk lI 
THE 1964 ERlOAN RENTAL AS.SOOIATION 
ANNUAL SURVEY OF MEMBIR OPERATIONS 
Ratio Analysis Defined 
Webster• , dictionary defln&s a ratio as the relation or pro­
portion of one quantity to another. A statlst!cal ratio is the quotient 
of two related valu s. The base , or denominetor, 18 chosen as the 
standard wtt-h whioh the num.erator ie compared e.nd sho\1ld be 
directly oompa.rable with lt . Ratios . erve the two•tol-d purpo e of 
(1) simplifytn; data., and (2) lnc:reasinv th.etr oomparahllity. 1 
Every ••ture industry ha s  conunonly-aocepted ratios of 
expenses ,  f1nen.o1«1 oondlUon1 ,  a·nd profit• that lenders U$e to judge 
particular fmns .  There are always extenuating oiroum&taitcts .  but 
normal ratios a.re very n•cessarv for referenoe points of comparison 
wtth oth,er Uke firm in &tmU r lndu,ttles . •  An expa.ndlnt bu taese  
must know where it la going and nave the batto knowle.d9,e for com-. 
. , ' 
pen.son and for the u,e of the benkers 1 m nufa°'urets .1 and dlstnb• 
utor that must grCW' with the expandin -bustnea • 
1w1111am A. Spun-, Lester s .  Kel10g9 , and John H .  Smith, 
lmlliDIII ID51 �go9om'9 StatJstiqg.t Richard D. Irwin, lno .. omewood, 
ll�J.nots ,  1 ·9 55 ,  pp. 29-31 . 
Atnerican Rental Association Expense Surveye 
annual survey of rental operations 1nce 1959 . Mem,bers wete a sked 
to provide information on a confidential ba sis .. Me.�y of the member• 
who responded to the questionna!r did not have the proper records 
to 4dequately answer the questions .  Many of those that dld were 
thwarted by valid differences in accounting practices and statistical 
o·once-pts that were only begtnntng to be standardized � laah year 
improvements 1n the quesUonna1res were made to further bnprove the 
For the first ttme t · the 19 i4 data on -operating tnoome and 
expense-a fathered in 1965 end compiled tn August, 19 65 could he. 
used ta provtd& reU.able staUsUcal 4e.ta for analysts· of tbe rental 
industry. These qu.estlonnaires. provided the baats ·for th.e study. 
CbaractertsUcs Of the Group Surveyed · 
A Certified Public Aocountant f1nn •a.,, hired to oc:,Uect and 
tabulate the data frotu the Am rtcari Rental ·As sootation s·utyey for 
1964 ,  Eighty-four returns oome ftom the 725 member-s that wer• 
polled. (See Appendice - E and F . )  
A larger sample was hoped fot because the membets were 
PtCOltsed anonymity for tbeit tnfonnatton presented . No AM memser, 
Re search Committee member, or ARA office employee ha s acces s  to 
any contributor' s  figures .  
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The accounting sophistication required o f  the respondents 
took its toll of usable information . Only sixty-nire of the eighty-four 
returns from the entire United States were usable . Table 1 shows the 
distribution of the s e  £inn s  by size grouping s .  The results of the 
survey were tabulated by the accounting firm in seven categories . 
Respondent firms were categorized by their gros s profit volumes . 
They are so shown in thi s and the following tables . The ratios # 
however, are based on their total incomes . 
The 19 64  ARA survey returns were not in sufficient numbers 
to meaningfully break up by s ections of the country but they were 
divided into categories of tool.  and equipment (hard goods) , soft 
goods (see definition in Appendix D) , and combinations of both hard 
and soft goods . 
The 19 6 4  ARA survey was the best of many attempts to get 
accurate operational data about the rental industry . It wa s not a 
random sample or a certified representative cros s section of the 
firm s in the rental industry . 
Table 1 .  Questionnaires Ret:urned, Queattonnair�s Not Usable,  and 
Questionnaires Used , by Gross Profi t  Categories, 1 964 . 
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Questionnaires Ques tionnaires Questionnaires 
Gross Profit Returned Not Usable Used 
Numbers 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 23 5 18  
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 25 5 20 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 15 2 13 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 8 0 8 
$201; 000 • $300, 000 5 1 4 
$301, 000 - $500, 000 4 1 3 
$500 , 000 & over 4 1 3 
All Firms 84 15 6·9 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 48 10 38 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 36 5 31  
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 964 . 
Table 2 shows that thirty-four of the finn s were in the hard 
goods rental category and thirty-three were a combination of both 
hard and s oft goods rental finn s .  The larger firm s over $ 1 00 , 0 0 0  
gross ha d  a higher percentage of tool and equipment rental yards 
than the combination of s oft and hard goods category. Only two 
firms listed s oft goods as their exclusive category , 
Table 2 .  Type of Busines• as to Primary Rental Category 
by Gross Profit, S ixty-Nine Rental S tores. 1964 . 
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Groes Profit tool and Equipment Soft Goods Combination. 
Numb ers 
$ 25 , 000 ... $ 50, 000 4 0 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 9 0 
$101 , 000 • $150, 000 8 l 
$151, 000 - $200, 000 s 1 
$201 , 000 - $300,. 000 4 0 
$301, 000 - $500 , 000 2 0 
$500, 000 .. & over 2 0 
All Firms 34 2 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 13 0 
31  Firms Over $100, 000 2 1  2 











It is a commonly-held notion that the larger the gross, the 
larger the average rental transaction. This was likely because of 
larger, more expensive equipment _that was rented at higher prices, 
large orders written on one ticket , longer term rentals, and a depth 
of inventory in the large stores that allowed ten and hundreds of 
like items to be rented on one ticket to one customer.  
Table 3 .  Average Rental Tickets and Years in Business 
by Gross Profit, Sixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1 964 . 
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Average Average Years 
Gros s Profit 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100; 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301, 000 • $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Rental Ticket 
Dollars 
$ 4 . 81 
$ 6 . 24 
$ 8 . 82 
$17 . 92 
$14 . 73 
$11 . 13 
$12 . 02 
$ 8 . 66 
$ 5 . 56 
$12 .46 













The $1 SO , 000  to  $300, 0 0 0  firms had more sales and conse­
quently rented heavier equipment with higher average rental tickets. 
As average years in business increased, the average rental 
ticket and size of firm also increased. All three factors of gross 
volume,  average rental ticket , and average years in business were 
correlated except for the very largest firms whioh may have been 
Table 4 .  Average  Population in Trading Area, Competition 
Area, and Branches Operated, by Gross Profit , 
Sixty-Nine Rental S tores,  1964 . 
Poeulation Number of 
in Per Competitors 
Gross Profit Trading Area Firm in Area 
$ 25 , 000 .. $ 50 , 000 190, 000 47 , 500 4 
$ 51 , 000 - $ 100, 000 6 34, 750 53 , 000 12 
$101 , 000 • $150, 000 392 , 000 43, 500 9 
$151, 000 - $200, 000 531 , 000 31, 000 17  
$201, 000 - $300, 000 217 , 000 43 , 500 5 
$301 , 000 - $500i 000 1 , 133, 000 94, 500 12 
$500, 000 • & Over 414, 333 29, 500 14 
All Firms NA 47, 500 NA 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 50, 000 
3 1  Firms Over $100, 000 44, 000 
















Tho se expenses  which remain relatively constant in dollar 
tenn s over a wide range of pos sible level s of busines s  activity in 
the short run are tenned fixed expenses . Variable expenses  are 
those that rise and fall directly with increa ses and decrea ses  in 
the level of activity . There are , of course , elements of variable 
expense involved in s ome fixed expenses such a s  the variations 
pos sible in utilities expense a s  a result of minor savings in elec­
tricity due to turning off lights . Conversely, variable expens e s  
usually have a l ower limit of variability and thus are fixed a t  that 
lower limit , a s  for example ,  with the minimum labor requirements . 
Such factors tend to make both fixed and variable expens e  change s 
occur in "lumps . u 
In this study, expenses  were allocated on the ba si s  of their 
primary character a s  to fixed or variable .  Special note was taken 
of those particular items that contained _significant amounts of the 
other category . The fixed expenses are considered here first . 
Table 5 .  Cost of Sales Ratios Analys is 
Expenses Divided by Gross Rentals and Sales 
Rental Income Categories 
From $25 , 000 5 1- 101- 151- 201 .. 301• 
to $50, 000 100 150 200 300 500 
Number of Firms - 1964 
18  20 13 8 4 3 
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Gross Income 100 , 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 
Cos t of Sales 8 .50 14 . 79 5 . 80 30 . 54 36 . 34 27.46 2 . 99 14 . 57 
Adjusted 
Gross Income 91 . 50 85 . 21 94 . 20 69 .46 ·63 . 66 72 . 54 97 . 01 85 . 43 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
M ost of the raw data were taken from profit and los s sheets 
submitted by the American Rental As sociation members and the cost 
of goods sold , capital sales , and other item s not directly related to 
the rental operation were expensed under the heading of " Cost of 
Goods Sold . " The two smaller categories under $1 00 , 0 0 0  averaged 
1 1 . 81 per cent for the 3 8  firm s  and the 3 1  finn s over $ 100 , 0 00 
averaged 1 8 .  2 7  per oent for cost of goods sold . Several of the 
middle categories averaged over 30 per cent sales .  The small e st 
and large st rental incom e  categories were typical of pute rental 
operations with sale s used only as  an ancillary service . · 
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Occupancy Expense Ratios 
Occupancy expense , a s  used in this study, included real 
property taxes , insuranoe and depreciation on the building. In the 
1964 ARA survey., the respondent was asked to estimate this expense 
as twelve p er cent of the fair market value of his building if it was 
owned by the £um . The extent to which this provision wa s used 
could not be detennined. Non-owners used their actual rent pay­
ments which nonnally covered these. expense.s. 
A decided advantage in occupancy exists for the firms 
grossing over $ 1 0 0 , 000.  The lower costs by 4.  36 per cent of the 
gross profit on sal es is even more pronounced when the more com­
plete rental service facilities of the larger firms are considered . 
The figures in Table 6 do not necessarily apply to rental 
operations in their fonnative years. It is considered realistic for a 
beginning rental store. to encumber rent expenses of ten p er cent of 
its inventory. The rent expense will then be ten per cent when the 
gross is one dollar for each inventory dollar. Taking an industry 
rule-of-thumb average of $ 1 . 9 2  (see Appendix H) gross for every 
$1 . 00 of depreciated equipment investment, the newer store has a 
chance to reduce the rent expense percentage to .about five per oent .. 
If expansion s pace was part of the original fixed ten per cent rent 
expense , additional grosses  would allow occupancy expense to 
decline to the three to five per cent level . 
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If  the proj ected gross  rental income would support a planned 
five per cent occupancy expense , a profit-maximizing situation 
would exist with re spect to this segment of the total overhead .  
Unusual opportunitie s  for expenses less than this would either be 
profits earned on real e state acumen or fal s e  savings with respect 
to the total profit picture . The false saving s many times would take 
more from gross  revenue pos sibilities _ than it would save in expense s . 
An expenditure for occupancy of more than the six per cent of expected 
or gros s rental income indicates that a " location income u ha s to be 
expected over and above what equal efforts in other cost area s would 
bring . The larger rental yards have increa sed occupancy expen ses 
due to  the comprehensivenes s  of their rental facilities .  
A decision concerning short-range profits and long-range 
profits ha s to  be made concerning size of plant . An inexpensive 
l ocation without room for growth would probably turn out to be an 
expen sive one .  A plant overhead that is planned for and pre supposes 
three times the initial volume would result in high costs and would 
prevent o-r prolong the time when profit� could be materialized . 
Therefore , it would appear advantageous to start with low building 
and land costs that could be increa sed as busines s  and profits allow . 
Table 6 .  Occupancy Expense Ratios, by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories,  Sixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1 964 . 
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Gross Profit Occupancy Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 • $100 , 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 - $300, 000 
$301; 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Fir1ll8 Under $ 100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Supply Expenses 
7 . 13 
3 . 35 
4 . 03 
2 . 16 
3 ,. 33  
5 . 57 
5 . 98 
7 . 94 
Supply expens e s  include shop supplies , printing , stationery 
and office supplies .  Postage is  generally included in supplies 
except where direct mailing postage expense s are more properly 
charged to advertising . The ARA supply expense figure included 
small tool s not used for rental . 
According to the survey data, shown in Table 6, the supply 
expense ratios declined as the finn s grew in size a s  expected. 
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The exception that occurred in the largest category probably resulted 
from charging small tools cosUng les s  than $1 0 0  to this category. 
The very low • 3 1  of the firm s in the $30 1, 000  - $500, 0 0 0  is likely 
due to differences in accounting procedures in this small group of 
three firms • 
Table 7 .  Supply Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories , Sixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1964 . 
Gross Profit Supply Expense Ratios 
!!! �  
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50 , 000 3 . 18 
$ 51 , 000 - $ 100, 000 2 . 57  
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 2 . 94 
$151 , 000 • $200, 000 1 . 68 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 1 . 35 
$301 , 000 ... $500, 000 . 31 
$500, 000 - & Over 3 . 88 
All Firms 2 . 60 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 2 . 88 
3 1  Firms Over $ 100, 000 2 , 2s 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
· Insurance Expenses 
For the protection of the business, the following insuranc e  
is usually carried by most rental stores and yards and c a n  be 
assumed to be included as the expenses in this category. 
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1. Comprehensive liability c overage: $300, 000 single 
limits of liability for bodily injury liability and $50 , 0 0 0  limits for 
property damage liability on all liability arising out of the ownership 
and maintenance of premises , rental equipment , and local trailers . 
2. Physical damage c overage on rental equipment: All-risk 
insuranc e should be carried on various types of rental equipment 
excluding local and one-way trailers (to be self-insured) . The policy 
should include losses from fire , lightning , windstorm , c ollision , 
theft , collapse , and flood damage . The policy, for economy reasons , 
need not cover mysterious disappearance and misplacement, c onver­
sion ,  marring , scratching, denting , or breaking of articles of a 
brittle nature, or theft from an unlocked car . A premium and 11monkey­
work" saver is a $1 0 0  deductible clause that would apply to all losses 
except losses of $250  or more; in which case, the deductible does not 
apply . This c overage is for the benefit of the c om pany only and if a 
customer causes damage to rental property , the subrogative c ondi­
tions of the rental agreement making them responsible should apply . 
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3 .  Vehicle liability insurance is mandatory . A $ 1 0 0  to $2 50 
deductible collision insurance , if trucks are new and/or are les s  
than five or ten i n  number, is  desirable . 
4 .  Insurance on buildings :  Coverage should be provided 
against the perils of fire and extended coverage . 
5 .  Workmen ' s  com pensation benefits are provided according 
to state law . It is  better to be under the law than to take the risk 
of being sued an unknown amount . Thus , Workmen ' s  Compensation 
insurance is a necessity .  
6 .  Medical protection , los s  of time benefits ,  and group life 
and accident policies are good for building a permanent management 
team . If done the right way,  this insurance is better for the busines s  
and employees than higher wages . If the rental firm i s  a corporation , 
there are tax advantages for the ·owner who can consider him self an 
employee under these deductible insurance program s .  
On the surface there appears to be evidence of a constant 
cost for insurance , since Table 8 shows slightly decrea sing ratios 
as the size of firm increases . This wa s more apparent than real 
because of the following factors . Most insurance premiums were 
ba sed on a percentage of gross  rental or wages paid . However, 
contractor item s carry a much better ra_te per rental dollar income 
because of their more established experience ratings and because 
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of larger dollar volume· for less handling .  When the contractor rental 
gros s  goes up , the rate should go down but a further development 
usually cancel s thi s out. Truck tran sient rental s  normally carry a 
heavier insurance premium with eight to twelve per cent of the gros s  
in surance expen se.  This rate should improve in the future , a s  
experiences s o  far in the industry are good . The net result is  a 
relatively con sistent insurance expen se ratio for all of the categories . 
Table 8 .  Insurance Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories ,  Sixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1 964 . 
Gross Profit Insurance Expens e Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $ 150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 - $300 , 000 
$301, 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source : American Rental Ass ociation Survey, 1 964 . 
2 . 36 
1 . 88 
2 . 17 
1 . 83 
1 . 79 
1 . 77 
2 . 99 
2 . 09 
2 . 11 
2 . 07 
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Taxes 
The _tax-expense item inc luded all taxes and licenses except 
income taxe s and property taxes on buildings, · which were to be 
figured as rental costs if owned . Sales taxes were counted if 
included in the gross receipts , but use and exci se taxes on equip­
ment are conventionally c apitalized with the rental equipment . 
Table 9 .  Tax and License Expense Ratios ,  by Gross Rental 
Volume Categories , Si�ty•Nine Rental Stores , 1964 . 
Gross Profit Tax and License Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50 , 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$15 1 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 - $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Finns 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Per Cent 
- -
2 . 36 
1 . 52 
2 . 54 
1 .48 
2 . 17 
2 . 64 
2 . 61 
2 . 06 
1 . 92 
2 . 24 
The above figures have nothing to do with income tax or 
investment credit calculations .  It was apparent from the figures 
in Table 9 that no appreciable advantage or disadvantage from a 
tax-cost standpoint could be given to either the smaller or the 
larger rental stores and yards although the smaller stores had an 
advantage of . 32 per cent of total gros s volume . 
Telephone Expens,es 
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Telephone and telegraph expenses , shown in Table 1 0, are 
exclusive of the yellow page advertising portion which belong s  under 
advertising expen ses . All an swering and communication system 
costs were included. 
The complicated telephone systems found in the larger stores 
to handle the peak periods of customer traffic cost slightly more per 
rental gros s than the smaller one-to-three telephone systems found 
in the lower-gros sing stores . 
Table 10 . Telephone and Telegraph Expense Ratios , by Gross 
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Rental Volume Categories, S ixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1 964 . 
Gross Profi t  
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $ 100 , 000 
$101 , 000 - $ 150, 000 
$151, 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301 , 000 ... $500 , 000 
$500 , 000 .. & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 
31  F irms Over $100, 000 
Telephone and Telegraph Expense Ratios 
1 . 16 
. 80 
. 7 9 
1 . 03 
. 87 
. 65 




Source : Ame�ican Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Legal and Audit Expenses 
Legal and auditing expense s included attorney's fees, 
collection costs and payments for accounting services . 
Legal and audit expenses were quite proportionate to rental 
volume. The larger firms evidently stayed out of legal trouble, but 
had a slight cost disadvantage with the small finns . 0A good set 
of double entry books that give periodic balance sheets and profit 
and loss statements i s  very beneficial to the rental operation . '' 1 
Table 11 . Legal and Auditing Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental 
Volume Categories , Sixty-Nine Rental Stores i 1 964 . 
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Gross Pro,fi t Legal and Auditing Expense Ratios 
$ 2s. ooo - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301, 000 "" $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 













Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
l Bob Elmen ,  " Bookkeeping Should Pay Not Cost, " Rental 
Equipment Register, Vol . 4 ,  No . 1 1  (November, 19 6 1) , p .  9 .  
Utility Expenses 
Utility costs included electricity, gas ,  and water . 
Table 12 . Utility Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categor ies , Sixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1964 . 
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Gross Profit  Utility Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 5 1 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200 , 000 
$201, 000 - $300 , 000 
$301, 000 - $500, 000 
$5001 000 - & Over 
Al l Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100 , 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey. 1964 . 
. 2 . 10 
1 . 17 





1 . 26 
1 . 6 1 
. 84 
The rental firms grossing over $ 100 , 000  had an advantage 
of • 7 7 per cent of the gros s volume compared with the smaller 
rental stores gros sing under $ 100 , 0 00 . A distinct decline wa s 
shown for reduced expens e s  as  the firm s grew in size with the 
exception of the firm s over $500, 000  but these three finn s were 
actually composed of an average of seven branches in each firm 
( see Table 4) . A maj or contributor to the lower costs among the 
larger firms was the probable fact that they were located in milder 
climates and operated with open -lot type yards . 
Summary of Fixed Expenses 
Table 13 summarizes the fixed expenses shown previously. 
While there were some sm.all variation s in individual expense 
categories for various - $1Zed flnn s, there was a definite downward 
trend in total fixed expens e  ratios that favored the larger firm s by a 
total of 5. 46 per cent of the total gross rental volume .  The very 
large st of firm s had high fixed expense ratios . Most of this gain 
came from the occupanoy and utility expense sectors. 
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It appears that most fixed expen se ratio s decline as expected 
with some lumpines s  as the finn s adjust to the larger volume s .  The 
very largest firm s appear to have some dis-eoonomies as they open 
branch offices and duplicate their basic requirements of  facilities 
and associated expen ses .  
Table 13 . Total Pixed Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categor ies , S ixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1 964 . 
Rental Income Categories 
From $25 , 000 51- 101- 151- 201- 301- Over 
to $50, 000 100 150 200 300 500 500 
Number of Firms - 1964 
18 20 13 8 4 3 3 
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Gress Income 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 
Cost of S ales 8 . 50 14 . 7 9  5 . 80 30 . 54 36 . 34 
Adjusted 
Gross Income 91 . 50 85 . 21 94 . 20 69 . 46 63 . 66 
FIXED EXPENSES : 
Occupancy 8 . 83 7 . 13 3 . 35 4 . 03 2 . 16 
Supplies 3 . 18 2 . 51 2 . 94 1 . 68 1 . 35 
Insurance 2 . 36 1 . 88 2 . 17 1 . 83 1 . 79 
Tax & License 2 . 36 1 . 52 2 . 54 1 . 48 2 . 17 
Telephone 1 . 16 . 80 . 79 1 . 03 . 87 
Legal & Audit . 63 . 72 . 84 . 76 . 56 
Utilities 2:10 1 . 17 1 . 13 . 69 . 57 
TOT.AL FIXED 
EXPENSE 20 . 63 lS . 7 7  13 . 76 11 . 50 9 . 48 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
27 . 46 2 . 99 14 . 57 
72 . 54 97 . 01 85 . 43 
3 . 33 5 . 57 5 . 98 
. 31 3 . 88 2 . 60 
1 . 77 2 . 99 2 . 09 
2 . 64 2 . 67 2 . 06 
. 65 1 . 44 • 94 
. 38 . 56 . 6 9  
. 37 . 78 1 . 26 
9 . 44 17 . 90 15 . 62 
CHAPTER IV 
VARIABLE EXPENSES 
Wage and Salary Expenses 
Wage and salary outlays were the largest single expense 
for the rental operations included in the survey. These expenses 
included the salaries of the owners, working partners , and c orporate 
officers, the wages and commissions of the help, and bonuses . 
A c ommonly held rule-of-thumb for wage and salary expenses 
is thirty per cent of gross volume. Many of the more efficient 
operations consistently keep under this figure and the facts estab­
lish this as a realistic goal for most firms. There does not appear 
to be any gross beyond which labor expenses become a decreasing 
peroentage of total oosts. (See Appendices A and C . )  It is 
generally conceded that the division. of labor of the larger yards 
has inherent efficiencies over the stores where everyone does 
everything, although the economies and dis-economies of size are 
shown to be canc ellable in the smallest and largest categories . 
(For additional infonnation on labor , see Appendix M . ) 
Table 14 . Wage and Salary Expense Ratios, by Gross Rental 
Volume Categoriee , Sixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1 964 . 
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Gross Profit 
Wage and Salary Expense Ratios 
on Total Sales 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301, 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 ... & Over 
All Finns 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Per Cent 
--
2 9 . 22 
28 . 10 
27 . 35 
24 . 86* 
23 . 53* 
28 . 31* 
3 1 . 16 
27 . 76 
2 8 . 63 
26 . 6 8  
*30 per cent or more o f  total volume was merchandise s ales � 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Rental Repair Expenses 
Rental repair expenses included all parts used ln repairing 
rental equipment .  I f  work wa s done by outside agencies ,  both 
parts and labor were included . The labor and overhead -1nc.ident 
to repairs made in the store ' s  shop wa s not included . The repair 
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expense ratios shown in Table 15 follow a mixed pattern of increasing 
percentage-wise with rental gros ses .  Two major factors contributed 
to thi s development. The more mature rental yards had equipment 
with increasing average age s and thi s tended to raise the cost of 
repairs . The larger yards also  had rental-item mixes that were pre­
dominately heavy contractor type rental items that required more 
expensive repairs per percentage of rental than did wheelchairs, 
dishes, or appliance dollies .  
The large-firm segment of the ARA survey had • 8 1  per cent 
of total gro s s  volume more repair expense than the smaller firm s. 
One factor wa s the lower average age of the equipment in most of 
the smaller rental store s . 
Repatr expense ratios obtained from other swveys have 
also been higher for larger £inn s . (See Appendices B and C. ) 
Table 15 .. Repair Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories , Sixty-Nine Rental S tores , 1964 . 
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Gross Profit Repair Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 • $ 50, 000 
$ 5 1 , 000 $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 .. $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500 , 000 • & over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Rental Repair and Maintenance as Econgmic Functions 
6 .49 
6 . 61 
8 . 73 
4 . 63 
6 . 31 
6 .- 58 
10 . 85 
6 . 92 
6 .55 
7 .- 36 
Repair and maintenance of equipment is very important inra 
rental store or yard because it i s  one of the best example s  of the 
economic advantages ,that
° 
a rental yard can give to a commun�ty . 
After the fact that equipment 1s  made available for temporary use 
and is cheaper for the customer to rent than purcha se 1n a given 
situation ; the repair and maintenance of a tool is an efficient 
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economic function of  a rental operation. The fact that the operator 
can maintain his equipment more efficiently than his customer is one 
of the reasons for his sucoe s s . In the ca se of most equipment , the 
lifetime repair and maintenance expense is equal to or greater than 
the original cost of the item. 
Factors Affecting Rental Repair Costs 
The original choice of equipment is an important factor in 
future costs . Reliability, ease of operation , simplicity , and ease 
and cost of repair are more important than style or extra features in 
a piece of equipment . 
Maintenance of equipment will cost the rental owner 
twenty-five per cent (including labor and overhead) of 
rental income ba sed on quality equipment . If a second 
rate piece of equipment is purchased, the twenty-five per 
cent maintenance factor could easily be increased to thirty­
five per cent to forty per cent of rental income . 1 
Probably the most important factor after choosing the be st 
equipment for rental 1 s  the standardization of the equipment . With 
thousands of items in an inventory, ·1t is important for profit maxi­
mization and repair cost reasons to have all one kind of mower,  air 
compre s sor , tractor , or sander . Standardization of equipment 
1James J .  Gartland, "What & Where You Buy for Rental , " 
Rental Yard Register, Vol. 3 ,  No . 6 (June, 1960) , p .  9. · 
allows the stocking of parts that break often with a minimum of 
inventory . It allows repair know-how for proficiency and 
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efficiency in time spent on repairs , increases buying power, reduces 
storage problems , and assures the same quality to  the customer. 2 
It is probably worth keeping a second best tool when the better tool 
that comes on the market would uproot at too fast a pace accepted 
standardization features . In many cases , a new rental item has to 
be ten to twenty per cent better to counter the standardization 
advantage of the older tool . 
Miscellaneous Expenses 
The balance of expen ses not previously mentioned was 
included in the miscellaneou s catch�all .  
Miscellaneous costs included were not neces sarily listed 
in order of size: sub rental costs , entertainment,  busin e s s  travel 
expen se and conventions ,  miscellaneous freight not capitalized or 
written off as  parts (repair) , repair and maintenance of a s sets other 
than rental equipm_ent and depreciation on these assets , bad checks 
and accounts if included in gross or on accrual ba sis , and any other 
miscellaneous expense . 
2Les Snyder, "Standardization , 11 Rental _Xsw1 Register, Vol . 
4 ,  No . 7 (July, 1 9  6 1) , p .  2 5 .  
Table 16 . Miscellaneous Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental 
Volume Categories ,  S ixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1964 . 
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Gross Profit Miscellaneous Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 
$151, 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 - $300, 000 
$301, 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 • & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
4 . 03 
L 75 
4 . 97 
2 . 55  
3 .. 43 
2 . 22 
4 . 2 9  
3 . 23 
2 . 83 
3 . 72 
Although the firm s grossing over $ 1 00 , 0 0 0  had higher 
miscellaneous expenses , it wa s probably due to a wider variety 
of expenses and the cost of additional services that are expected 
of the more complete rental store s . 
Advertising Expenses 
In all cases the advertising expenditure s included the cost 
of the yellow page advertisements in the telephone book . This is  a 
large expense because of the number of listings  required to cover 
the various item s rented . Als o  included were association due s , 
subscriptions, and expenses incurred in other m edia of advertising. 
Tab le 17 . Advertising Expense Ratios·, by Gros s Rental Volume 
Categor ies ,  S ixty- Nine Rental S tores. , 1 964 . 
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Gross Profit Advertising Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51, 000 .. $100, 000 
$101, 000 • $150, 000 
$151, 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500 , 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Source :  American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
5 . 25 
3 . 93 
3 . 62 
3 . 15 
1 .  7 9  
1 . 61 
2 . 27 
3 . 83 
4 . 56 
2 . 93 
Advertising expen ses generally declined per rental gros s as 
the total gross  from rental s increased. As busines s increased, 
performance of the rental function evidently took the place of the 
promotion n ecessary for the opportunity of perfonnance to the 
customer' s  need • . The over $ 10 0 , 000  rental yards spent 1. 6 3  les s 
per cent of their total gros s on advertising . 
Because the typical rental store advertises no "deal s ,  " 
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its other advertising is  mostly of a pioneering type (as over against 
competitive or retentive types). 3 When the customer needs some­
thing to rent he needs it right now and he usually has been to the 
store before , heard about it by word of mouth , remembered an 
in stitutional ad, remembered the location , or saw an ad in the yellow 
pages when the idea was upper-most in hi s  mind. A customer may 
be thinking about a new car or carpet for a year and be interested 
in most advertisements concerning these items , but he is most 
desirous of a rental need at the point and time of actual need. 
A preferen ce list shows the type of advertising preferred by 
the different gros s categories .  Yellow page advertising dominates 
followed by direct mail advertising . As the firm s grew in size 
catalogs passed direct mail for advertising preference . 
3
o.  Kleppner, "Advertising Procedures , " Prentice Hall , 
4th edition , 19 5 5 . 
Table 18 . Advertising Pl:'eference, by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories , S ixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1 964 . 
Gross Profit 
$ 25 , 000 .. $ 50 , 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $ 100, 000 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All F irms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Advertising Preference 
First Second Third 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Newspapers 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Newspapers 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Newspapers 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Own Catalog 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Own Catalog 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Own Catalog 
Yellow Pages OWn Catalog Direct Mail 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Own Catalog 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Newspapers 
Yellow Pages Direct Mail Own Catalog 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 964 . 
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There is muoh debate in rental ciroles about how much yellow 
page advertising is enough but there is none concerning its impor­
tance . ..When the direotory buyer is looking for a store which 
carries the item he needs ,· the decision has already been made . 1 14 
(See Appendix I for further advertising surveys . )  
4 °Are You Making the Most of Your Yellow Page Ads ? .. 
Rental XAm, Register, Vol . 3 ,  No . 1 (January, 1960) , p. ·6 6 .  
so 
Intere st Expenses 
One of  the most fertile fields for increased profit appears 
to be the use of borrowed (rented) capital for rental equipment . A 
comparison of financial ratios of the surveyed rental £inn s and 
average ratios of other industries 5 indicates that the average rental 
firm has not encumbered itself to the extent that older, more estab­
lished industry £inn s have. It 1s  dangerous for a £inn to borr� 
money when it does not know where it is going . It is equally dan­
gerous to deny the leverage principle of borrowed money to a growing 
and prosperous busine s s. 
uThe theory i s  ba sically this --a yard opening with 
$50 , 00 0 . 0 0 in equipment , SO per cent of which i s  financed, ha s  a 
far greater opportunity of succes s  than the yard opening with 
$25 , 000 . 00 . 116 
Part of the problem is  the lack of knowledge on the part of 
the banker and rental operator about the equipment rental busines s . 
Standard accounting practices de signed for the rental industry are 
j ust beginning to be accepted by the lending in stitutions .  
5 "The Ratios of Retailing , " PYn 1 s Review and Modem Indus­
m, (September, 1964) ,  pp. 46-47 . 
6James J .  Gartland , "The Bob Irving Story, 11 Rental Eauip­
m.mll R@gister. Vol . 6 ,  No . 3 (March, 1 963) , p .  13. 
The higher cost of money in a new busines s  (both a s  to 
amount and cost) clouds the expense ratio pioture of the data from 
the ARA survey . Interest expense ratios declined for the larger 
firm s but proportionately larger sum s  of money were borrowed by 
5 1  
the larger firm s at lower intere st rates a s  evidenced by the borrowed 
capital in the finn s • 
Table 19 .  Interes t Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories , S ixty- Nine Rental Stores , 1964 . 
Gross Profit 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 .. & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Interest Expense Ratios 
3 . 70 
1 .  97 
2 . 78 
. 93 
1 . 54 
1 . 69 
1 . 85 
2 .42 
2 . 7 9  
1 . 95 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
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A textbook on economio growth7 outlines three main methods 
for growth of a fixm . Simply stated , the first method is  to work 
longer or harder. The second is to put more knowledge to work . 
The third is to put more capital to work. It is quite obvious that 
borrowing money to put more capital to work is  an expense that 
might be quite profitable to many already hard working , knowledge­
able rental firm owners . 
" Some companies follow a rule of thumb, developed by expe­
rience, that aims for a return on investment equivalent to twice the 
cost of borrowing money. 11 8 From a theoretical standpoint funds can 
be borrowed until marginal revenue equal s marginal cost;9 i. e. , until 
the cost of borrowing one dollar is  a s  much a s  the revenue derived 
from the invested dollar. The economics of the equipment rental 
industry ha s not reached the point where enough i s  known by the 
individual operator to maximize his dollar profit , as  he is  not even 
familiar with a method of adj usting his volume for a high rate of profit. 
Eventually, borrowed capital and eoonomic know-how ca n  accomplish this . 
7 w. Arthur Lewis ,  I.rut Theopr Qf. Economic Growth f Richard 
D .  Iiwin , Inc . , Homewood , Illinois ,  19S5 . 
S HProfits , How Much Is  Enough ? "  Tune, August 9 ,  1 9  6 3 ,  
p .  65 . 
9 Joan Robins on ,.  The Economics Qi Imperfect Competition . 
MacMillan and Co. , LTD,  London , 1 9 59,  p .  56 . 
Vehicle, Gas and Oil Expenses 
Vehicle, gas ,  oil , and delivery expenses include basically 
the bill from the gas station or distributor but do not include depre­
ciation on the vehicles. Tires and repairs to delivery trucks are 
also included. 
Table 20 . Vehicle, Gas and Oil Expense Ratios , by Gross Rental 
Volume Categories,  Sixty-Nine Rental Stores , . 1 964 . 
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Gross Profit Veh icle Expense Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 • $ 50,.000 
$ s1 . ooo - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 - $150, 000 
$151 ; 000 - $200, 000 
$201, 000 - $300, 000 
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Finns 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 
Souroe ; American. Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
2 . 54 
1 .47 
3 . 34 
2 . 05 
1 . 09 
1 . 36 
1 . 62  
2 . 16 
1 . 98 
2 . 36 
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Summary of Variable Expense Ratios 
Table 21  summarizes the variable expenses shown previously . 
The average of the s.ixty-nine rental store s and yards ls  weighted 
on a per store ba sis . Ratios for each grouping were given to allow 
a choice for comparison where total figures could not be appro­
priately utilized . Only a 2 .  25 per cent of total gros· s advantage 
accrued to the over $ 1 0 0 , 00 0  group. 
The larger rental yards that were in the over $ 1 00 , 0 0 0  
rental gro s s  category has a combined fixed and variable expens e  
advantage of 7 .  8 2  per cent of the total gross income from sales 
and rentals over the under $ 1 00 , 000  rental stores. 
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Table 2 1 .  Total Variable  Expense Ratios,  by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories , S ixty•Nine Rental Store•, 1964 . 
Rental Income Categories 
Prom $25 , 000 5 1- 101- 151- 201- 301-
to $50, 000 100 150 200 300 500 
Nutnber of Firms - 1964 
18 20 13 8 4 3 
Per Cent of Gross Income 
VARIABLE EXPENSES : 
Wage & Salary 29 . 22 28 . 10 27 . 35 24 . 86 23 . 53 28 . 31  
Repairs 6 . 49 6 . 6 1  8 . 73 4 . 63 6 . 31 6 . 58 
Miscellaneous 4 . 03 1 . 75 4 .  97 2 . 55 3 . 43 2 . 22 
Advertis ing 5 . 25 3 . 93 3 . 62 3 . 15 1 .  7 9  1 . 61 
Interest 3 . 70 1 . 97 2 . 78 0 93 1 . 54 1 . 69  
Vehicle, 
Gas & Oil 2 . 54 1 . 47 3 . 34 2 . 05 1 . 09 1 . 36 
TOTAL 
VARIABLE EXP: 51 . 23 43 . 83 50 . 7 9  38 . 17 37 . 69 41 . 77 




3 6 9  
31 . 16 27 . 76 
10 . 85 6 .  92 
4 . 29 3 . 23 
2 . 27 3 . 83 
1 . 85 2 .42 
· 1 . 62 2 . 16 
52 . 04 46 . 32 
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Depreciation Expenses 
The Treasury Department of the United States Government 
allows depreciation on the basis of cost divided by the estimated 
life of the piece of equipment . Rental items are subjected to much 
harder and more sustained usage than similar item s found in a 
household and thus have a correspondingly shorter useful life " A 
mower may have twenty nonnal years of use put on it in six weeks 
and be worn out in one-nin.th of a year. Some items will last twenty 
years . Experienced rental men generally agree that the actual use­
ful life of the average mixture of equipment is from four t.o ten years ,  
the average being about six or seven years . A six-year life allows 
the owner to take advantage of two-thirds of the seven per cent 
tax credit . (See Appendix K. ) 
Many of the larger firms write off in the year of purchase 
any capital items costing less than one hundred dollars . Some firms 
write off their capital equipment investment in three years , some four 
years , and some five years , according to a 1 9 6 1  American Rental 
Association Survey . The maj ority use five years and a straight line 
method. The declining balance method is particularly suited to 
equipment that can be grouped into one class life but 1� is used 
less than the straight line method. The 19 62  ARA Survey showed 
a:n increa sing use of the declining balance method: however, the 
sum of the digits method wa s a rarity . 
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Other surveys omitted depreciation because tax needs and 
subj ective con siderations caused differences in treatment of similar 
expenses . The �maller £inn s evidently felt it desirable to use  
fa ster depreciation in an attempt to  keep their ca sh in the busines s .  
The given depreciation wa s 3 . 4 3 per cent of the adj u sted 
gros s rental volume more for the stores under $1 00 , 000  gros s than 
for the rental yards gros sing over $1 00 , 000 . There is no factual 
infonnation to indicate if there should be any more or les s  depre­
ciation for the different firm s .  The higher turnover of depreciated 
inventory (Appendix H) would compensate for the longer life equip­
ment in the larger yards on the ba si s  of depreciation related to 
gross rentals . A g overnment study grant of $2 5 , 0 0 0  is  presently 
being used to study depreciation of rental equipment under the 
au spices of the AED (As sociated Equipment Dealers) . 
Table 22 . Depreciation Expense Ratios i by Gross Rental Volume 
Categories ,  S ixty- Nine Rental Stores , 196 4 .  
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Gros s  Profit Depreciation Ratios 
$ 25, 000 - $ 50, 000 
$ 5 1 , 000 - $100, 000 
$101 , 000 .. $150, 000 
$151 , 000 - $200 , 000 
$201 , 000 .. $300 , 000 
$301 , 000 - $500 , 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 F irms Under $ 100 , 000 
31  Firms Over $100 , 000 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 964 . 
20 . 94 
15 . 33 
18 . 48 
10 . 57 
11 . 70 
13 . 94 
12 . 65 
16 . 45 
17 . 99 
14 . 56 
CHAPTER V 
PROFIT RATIOS 
The survey data are ba sed on gross profit on all rentals and 
sales and other income affected the figures . The £inns in this 
study averaged from four to 47 per cent of their total income in 
merchandise sales and the cost of merchandise sold wa s ·adj usted 
out of the figures used in this research proj ect . The £inn s with 
over thirty per cent of their total volume in merchandise sales are 
indicated in Table 2 3. 
There are several viewpoints of profits in the rental industry 
but because they are not gennane to the subj ect , they are explained 
in Appendix L .  In Table 23 profits ware the income left after all 
expenses were deducted from the gro s s  income. Profits on gro s s  
income were evident except for the $25, 0 0 0  to $50 , 00 0  group. 
This coincides with the difficulties of the finn becom ing management­
oriented when the rental firm i s  a one or two man operation. This 
situation is  sometimes called the $50 , 000 barrier because of the 
difficulty of making a profit while going through the necessary 
management changes. The net loss  of_ the smaller stores wa s due 
generally to higher fixed and variable expenses and fa st deprecia ­
tion write offs , on high value equipment coupled with a l ower than 
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average turnover (rental s to depreciated equipment - Appendix H) . 
Appendix H shows a definite correlation between turnover and profits 
except in the very largest category. 
The average profit using depreciation for all firms was 7. 0 4  
per cent of the gross income . Thirty-eight firms with gross profit s 
under $ 100, 000  averaged 4 .  80 per cent and thirty-one firms over 
$100 , 0-00  averaged 9 .  79 per cent. This gave an advantage of 4 . 99 
per cent of the gros s for the larger firms . 
6 1  
table 23 . Total Fixed, Total Variable and Total Expense Ratios by 
Gro s Profit Categories , Sixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1964 . 
Cos t Total Total Depre-
of Fixed Variable ciation Total Total 
Gross Profit Sales Expense Expense Expense Expenses Profit 
Ratios 
$ 25 , 000 - $ 50, 000 8 . 50  20 . 63 5 1 . 23 20 . 94 101 . 30 (- 1 . 30) 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 14 . 79 15 . 77  L}3 . 83 15 . 33 89 . 72 10 . 28  
$101 � 000 - $150, 000* 5 . 80 13 . 76 5 0 . 7 9  1 8 . 48 88 . 83 1 1 . 17 
$151 , 000 .. $200, 000* 30 . 54 1 1 . 50 38 . 17 10 . 57 90 . 78 9 . 22 
$201 , 000 - $300, 000* 36 . 34 9 .48 37 . 6 9  11 . 70 95 . 2 1  4. 79  
$301 , 000 - $500, 000 27 . 46 9 . 44 41 . 7 7 13 . 94 92 . 61 7 . 38 
$500, 000 - & Over 2 . 99 17 . 90 5 2 . 04 12 . 65 85 . 5 8  14 . 42 
All Firms 14 . 57 15 . 62 46 . 32 16 . 45 92 . 96 7 . 04 
Difference - 3 . 70 5 . 46 2 . 25 3 . 43 5 . 00 4 . 99 
*30 per cent or more of volume was merchandise sales .  
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Table 24 show s the profits before de·preciation . It shows 
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the pos slbility of a rental operation encumbering itself up to twenty 
per cent of its gros s  income for payments of a ca.pital nature . Addi­
tional 'ca sh flow' can come from net borrowings over payments and 
capital equipment sol'd. A rapidly expanding finn can count on some 
portion of the income tax to be covered by the seven per cent invest­
ment credit on the ba sis of an eight year life (4 . 667 per cent on the 
basis of a six year life) . Before this law came into effect in 1962 
and improved in 1963, the ca sh flow expansion problem was a very 
difficult one . The profit to gross  income shown once again does not 
include provisions for corporate or individual income taxes. The 
£inns over $ 1 0 0 , 0 00 have a five per cent of the gro s s  income profit 
advantage over the smaller rental stores. 
Table 24 . Profit to Gross Before Depreciation (Cash Flow) , and 
Profit after Depreciation, by Gross Volume, S ixty-Nine 








(Before Taxes )  
$ 25 , 000 • $ 50, 000 19. 64 
$ 5 1 , 000 - $100, 000 25 . 61 
$ 101, 000 - $150, 000 2 9 . 65 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 19 . 7 9  
$201 , 000 - $300, 000 16 . 49 
$301 , 000 - $500 , 000 21 . 32 
$500, 000 - & Over 27 . 07 
All FirmS 23 .49 
38 Firms Under $100, 000 22 . 79 
31 Firms Over $100 , 000 24 . 35 
Difference 1 . 56 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 964 . 
(1 . 30) 
10 . 28 
11 . 17 
9 . 22 
4 . 79 
7 . 38 
14 . 42 
7 . 04 
4 . 80 
9 . 79 
4 . 99 
Profits to Equity 
Table 2 5  shows the all-important profits to equity of the 
sixty-nine grouped rental finns . The se figure s are obtained by 
dividing the profits by the net worth or equity of the busines s 
enterprises . 
On the ba sis  of the given depreciation the all-firm average 
wa s 1 6 . 2 2 per cent . The rental yards over $ 1 00 , 0 0 0  in gros s 
rentals averaged 1 0 . 0 6  per cent more profit to equity than the 
smaller stores .  One smaller group category finn of the author had 
twice the income growth and half the profit percentage of a larger 
group category finn . This i s  mentioned only to explain a pos sible 
rea s on for the low perfonnance of the smaller rental store s . It 
al so  must be pointed out that the figures are weighted by the num ­
ber of £inn s in the survey and not by size . The eighteen £inn s in 
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the smallest group bring the all-finn averages down out of  proportion 
to their dollar significance . 
Profits were high enough to warrant the needed expansion in 
a growing new industry.  _ A twenty per cent return to net worth before 
taxes is a thumb rule profit point that holds capital in an industry . 
Growth and additional capital for the rental industry are indicated by 
the figure s higher than twenty per cent . It must be kept in mind that 
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the finns are random contributors rather than random sample choices 
of the survey. This may mean a higher than average profit for those 
firms submitting infonnation for the survey over against the similar 
cross section of firm s that did not contribute infonnation or that were 
not members of the American Rental As sociation . 
Table 25 . Profits to Equity (Net Worth of Business) , 
S ixty-Nine Rental Stores , 1 964 . 
Gross Profit Profits to Equity 
$ 25 , 000 • $ 50 , 000 
$ 51 , 000 - $ 100, 000 
$101, 000 - $150, 000 
$15 1 , 000 - $200 , 000 
$201, 000 - $300 , 000 
$301 , 000 - $500 , 000 
$500, 000 - & Over 
All Firms 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 
31 Firms Over $100 , 000 
Difference 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
Per Cent 
- -
- ,2 . 34 
24 . 34 
20 .42 
23 . 33 
14 . 17 
20 . 85 
34 . 66 
16 . 22 
11 . 70 
2 1 . 76 
+10 . 06 
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Profit Com parison s  in Other Industries 
It was very difficult to find data for firm s comparable to or 
similar to rental firm s . A common fact ts  that investment tends to 
trend toward firm s making more than a normal profit and away from 
firms making les s  than a normal profit . Ascertaining a nonnal profit 
in other �inn s and some examples serve to give perspective to the 
profit findings of this research . 
A government publication of profit rates of all manufacturing 
oorporation s for 1 962 contains the following figures :  Profits on 
stockholders • (owner) equity before federal income taxes- were 1 7. 6 
per cent . The profits after taxes were 9. 8 per cent . Profits per 
dollar of sales before federal income taxes were 8 .  2 per cent in 
these 1 962 figures .  Profits on sales after taxes were 4 . 6 per 
cent . l 
The rapid capital turnover each year of the manufacturing 
corporation s compared with the 1 .  9 2 per cent industry average (see 
Appendix H) turnover in the rental business  negates the u se of the 
profit on sales comparis o� .  
1 "Profit Rates of Manufacturing Corporations ,  19 47-62, " 
Federal Trade Commis sion, Washington, D .  c . : 1963,  _ 7 0  pages .  
� magazine reports an adequate return as ten per cent 
after taxes for the large finn s • 2 
U. S. News si.ru! World Report quotes Henry Ford a s  saying 
that a 9 .  4 per cent after-tax profit is not enough. 3 
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An attempt to  find several other rental finns with public 
records wa s quite revealing. American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company reported in several busines s  weeklies and in the Sioux 
Falls Argus -Leader dated 1/3/65 ,  that their revenues for their fiscal 
year ending November 30 1 1 965 were $1 0 , 9 9 7 , 1 20 , 00 0 . 00 and 
produced a net incom e  of $1 , 79 0, 1 1 6 , 000. 00 or 1 6 .  28 per cent of 
gross income . Thi s was after taxes . A furniture and display rental 
finn , United Exposition Service , doing 5 .  8 million in its fiscal year 
ending August 3 1 , 1965 , earned $1 . 22 per share of the equivalent 
of 1 0 . 7  per oent on gros s and 1 8 . 0 per cent on equity . It was 
interesting to calculate that their st,ock wa s selling at about ten 
times earnings or $1 4 .  25 per share .  4 This may pave the way for 
well established rental £inn s with long and consistent earning 
2Time, 12£. Q.U... 
30Henry Ford Talks About Profits , " U. S .  News and World 
Report, (March 23, 1964), Vol. LVI , No . 1 2, p .  55. 
4 "United Exp osition Service Displays An Impre� sive Growth 
In Profits , .. BARRON•s National Business and Financial Weekly, 
(Deoember 27 , 1965) , Vol . XLV, No . 5 2 , p .  1 5 .  
records to ba s e  the value of their businesses  on earning records 
rather than complicated fonnula s now in use . Many rental £inn s 
are getting too large for one man to own and too complicated for 
their simple financial structure s and management methods . A man ­
agement seminar for the American Rental As sociation Convention in 
Wa shington , D .  C . , February 1 4- 1 7 ,  1 9 66 wa s conducted by the 
writer in an attempt to prepare the rental indu stry for its inevitable 
growth and management problem s .  
General M otors ' earning s for 1 9 6 3  were reported in a local 
paper a s  being $1 . 5 billion on sales of $1 6 .  5 billion . Thi s works 
out to about forty-two per . cent of equity stockholders capital and 
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9 .  6 per cent of sale s . General M otors did equally well in 1 9  64 and 
19 65 . Another group of firm s S reports only a four per cent return on 
equity. 
A Dun and Bradstreet ratio release shows that 1 0 5  ga soline 
service stations with a mind.mum net worth of $3 5 , 00 0  had a median 
net profit on sale s  after taxe s of 2 .  9 7  per cent . The upper quartile 
wa s S . 9 0 per cent after-tax profit on sales and the lower quartile 
wa s . 8 7 per cent . The net profits on net worth after taxe s were 
9 .  9 3 per cent , with 1 7 .  89 and 4 .  50 per cent in the upper and l ower 
quartiles ,  respectively.  6 Profits,  after taxes, for the larger firm s 
were up to double those shown . 
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The bia s of the rental firm group may be such that they would 
best be compared with the upper half (or upper quartile) of the other 
finn groups .  
The fact that profits in the equipment rental firm s were 
greater than other firm s is  quite contrary to common and current 
thinking in the rental industry . Because of the shortage of ca sh in 
the new rental industry, operators have begun to be suspicious of 
just how much profit is being made . Because of the rapid growth, 
many (mostly outsiders) have a s sumed that profits are exorbitant . 
A definition of economic term s and some common denominators of 
thinking on profits will help the equipment rental industry find its 
true profit picture • 
The surveys definitely show that profits are les s  in the small 
sized £inns from $25, 0 0 0  to $ 50, 000 rental gros s ,  The management 
difficulties during the "one-and-a -half man " stage creates a situ­
ation that is  diffloult for most operation s .  The figures show that a 
rental firm run without proper management up to $50, 0 00 rental 
6 11The Ratios of Retailing , " Dun's Review, (September, 1964) , 
Vol . 84 ,  No . 3, pp . 46�47 .. 
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gros s can ea sily be a loser, and at the same time the neces sary 
control s and management ability are too expensive for the volume of 
busines s .  
There appears to be no break-even point beyond which a 
large percentage of gros s rental s become profit . A rea sonably 
con stant rate of return on additional volume ls  all that would be 
expected according to the survey figures .  The dis -economie s of a 
large firm still allow a higher dollar profit . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
In order to establish ratio s for the equipment rental industry, 
the 1964 American Rental Association Member Survey of Operating 
Costs was critically analyzed . The raw data were converted to 
ratios that may be used in measuring the performance of finns in the 
industry. 
Table 26 is a comprehensive table that summarizes the 
expenses and profits for each category of gross income . This table 
may be used to compare any rental finn with its matched group once 
the process of analysis used in this research proj ect are understood . 
Each ratio, after being established from the data, was 
analyzed with respect to the equipment rental business and the 
factors that contributed to the over-all profitability of the firms. 
Fixed expense ratios were established for each of seven 
expense categories. Occupanoy oosts for the sixty-nine firms in the 
survey were lower for the la..rger finn s .  These costs ranged from a 
high of 7 . 94 per cent for finns grossing less than $ 1 0 0 .., 0 0 0  per year 
to a low of 3. 58  per cent for the firms grossing over $10 0, 000 . 
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?:able 26 . Expense Ratio Analysis Comparison Table 
Rental Income Categories 
From $25 , 000 5 1- 101- 151- 201-
Average 
301- Over All 
to $50, 000 100 150 200 300 500 500 Firms 
Number of Firms - 1964 
18  20 13  8 4 3 3 6 9  
Per Cent of  Gross Income 
Gross Income 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 .00 100 . 00 100 . 00 
Cos t of S�les 8 . 50 14 . 7 9  5 . 80 30 . 54 36 . 34 27 . 46 2 . 99 14 . 57 
Adjusted 
Gross Income 91 . 50 85 . 2 1 94 . 20 6 9 . 46 63 . 66 72 . 54 97 . 01 85 . 43 
FIXED EXPENSES : 
Occupancy 8 . 83 7 . 13 3 . 35 4 . 03 2 . 16 3 . 33 5 . 57 5 . 98 
Supplies 3 . 18 2 . 57 2 .  94 1. 68 1 . 35 . 31 3 . 88 2 . 60 
Insurance 2 . 36 1. 88 2 . 17 1 . 83 1 . 79 1 . 77 2 . 99 2 . 09 
Tax & License 2 . 36 1. 52 2 . 54 1 . 48 2 . 17 2 . 64 2 . 67 2 . 06 
Telephone 1. 16 . 80 . 79 1 . 03 . 87 . 65 1 . 44 • 94 
Legal & Audit . 63 . 72 . 84 . 76 . 56 . 3 8 . 56 . 69 
Util ities 2 . 10 1 . 17 1 . 13 • 6 9  . 57 . 37 . 78 1 . 26 
TOTAL 20 . 63 15. 77  13 . 76 11. 50 9 . 48 9 . 44 17 .. 90 15 . 6 2  
VARIABLE EXPENSES : 
Wage & Salary 2 9. 22 28 . 10 27 . 35 24 . 86 23 . 53 2 8 . 31 3 1 . 16 27 . 76 
Repairs 6 . 49 6 . 61 8 . 73 4 . 63 6 . 31 6 . 58  10 . 85 6 .  92 
Miscellaneous 4 . 03 1. 75 4 .  97 2 . 55 3 . 43 2 . 22 4 . 2 9 3 . 23 
Advertis ing 5 . 25 3. 93 3 . 62 3 . 15 1. 7 9  1 . 6 1 2 . 27 3 . 83 
Interest 3 ., 70 1 . 97 2 . 78 . 93 1. 54 1 . 69 1 . 85 2 .42 
Gas & Oil 2 . 54 1 . 47 3 . 34 2 . 05 1 . 09 1 . 36 1. 62 2 . 16 
TOTAL 5 1 . 23 43 . 83 50 .  7 9  38 . 17 37 . 6 9  41 . 77 52 . 04 46 . 32 
TOTAL 
EXPENSES : 80 . 36 74 . 39 70 . 35 80. 20 83 . 51 78 . 67 72 . 93 76 . 51 
Profit Before 
Depreciation 1 9 . 64 25 . 61 2 9 . 65 19 . 7 9  16 . 49 21 . 32 27 . 07 23 . 49 
Depreciation 20 . 94 15 . 33 18 .48 10 . 57 11 . 70  13 . 94 12 . 65 16 . 45 
TOTAL 1 01. 30 89 . 72 88 . 83 90. 78 95 . 21 92 . 61 85 . 58 92. 96 
PROFIT 
TO GROSS (1 . 30) 10 . 2 8  11. 17 9 . 22 4 . 7 9  7 . 38 14 .42 7 . 04 
(be·fore taxes ) 
PROFIT 
TO EQUITY (2 . 34) 24 . 34 20 . 42 23 . 33 14 . 17 20 . 85 34 . 66 16 . 22 
(before taxes ) 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 964 .  
Supply expense ratios  generally became les s  as the firms 
grew in size . Insurance expenses were quite constant . Insurance 
expen se ratios averaged 2 .  09 per cent for each of the sixty-nine 
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finn s in the survey . Taxes and licenses were also constant figures 
and averaged 2 .  06 per cent of gros s rental s for the firm s .  Telephone 
expense wa s fairly constant . Legal and audit expenses stayed within 
small percentages of the average cost of • 69 per cent for each of the 
gros s rental categories .  
The summary table of fixed expenses for the sixty-nine rental 
stores portrayed a 5. 46 per cent advantage in fixed expen se ratios 
as the £inns went from under $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  gros s rental s  to the over 
$ 1 00 , 000 gros s rental s. 
Variable expense ratios were established for six categories 
for the sixty-nine finns . Wage and salary expense ratios were 2 7 . 76 
per cent of gross  income . Repair expense ratios followed an expected 
pattern of generally inorea,sing a s  the rental finn s  grew in size . 
Miscellaneous expense ratios were higher for the larger firm s 
although an increa se in services and varieties of expense explained 
the difference ., Advertising expense ratios declined ra pidly a s  the 
finn s grew in size . Economic performance of the rental function took 
the place of promotion in the larger finns . 
Finance expens e  ratio s  decrea sed slightly a s  the rental 
stores and yards increa sed in size . Vehicle ga s and oil expense 
ratios were mixed and averaged 2. 1 5  per cent for the sixty-nine 
finn s . 
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The summary of total variable expen ses  totaled 46 . 3 2  per 
cent for the average of sixty-nine firm s .  Variable exp�n ses were 
fairly constant for all finns . On the ba sis  of the given depreciation 
a 3 .  43  per cent of total gros s advantage wa s shown for the over 
$1 00, 000  group of thirty-one rental firm s . 
Profit on gross rental s and sales averaged 7 .  0 4  per cent 
before taxes . Profits declined during the beginning period of 
management adj ustment for the rental store s  grossing under $1 0 0 , 0 0 0  
per year t o  4 .  80. The larger firm group of thirty-one yards had 
gross profits of 9 .  79 per cent . The profits plus depreciation for all 
sixty-nine firm s averaged 23 . 49 per cent . The under $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  
group averaged 2 2 .  79  per cent and the over $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  group averaged 
24 . 35 per cent for a difference of only 1 .  56 per cent of total gross  
income . 
Profits to equity averaged 16 . 22 per cent for the sixty-nine 
firm s . The rental firm s gros sin g  over $ 1 0 0, 0 0 0  in rental s had 1 0 .  06 
per cent more profit on equity on the ba si s  of given depreoiatton . 
Profits of firm s in other industrie s were shown as  a back­
ground for comparison with the rental firms . 
Conclusions 
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The data suggest that the ratios developed are reliable ratios 
of expen ses and profits in the equipment rental industry that can 
be used for compariso n  and further study . Improvements in the 
data and source of data will lead to further addition s and refinements 
of the ratio analysis for the rental industry . There may be a future 
change in the profits of the industry . The ratios may be bia sed in 
favor of a range of m ore profitable firm s because finn s that volun­
teered were members of the American Rental Ass ociation and were 
possibly better than average because of this fact . Some members 
who were a shamed of their profit performance may not have contrib­
uted for that rea son . 
Further research and careful que stionnaire-making is called 
for on the expen se categories of occupancy expense,  depreciation , 
and miscellaneous expense item s . 
Additional research 1s needed and recommended for a ba lance 
sheet ratio analysis . (See Appendix J . J  
The profit ratios . fn the rental industry were found to be 
comparable with other growth industries if the survey finn s are 
repre sentative of the rental industry. The earnings test for more 
capital needed in the rental industry wa s established . 
Reliable ratios for the rental industry that could be u sed by 
the financial and busine s s  communities were established . The 
ratios were analyzed in a manner that pointed out their relationship 
and over-all profitability for the individual firm . The obj ective s of 
thi s study were attained , but tempered with the idea that this work 
is a mere platfonn for future efforts in keeping up with the research 
work nece ssary in the growing equipment rental indu stry . 
Implications 
The reliability of thi s survey and analysis of ratios are a s  
accurate a s  i s  pos sible in a new industry. The combined facilitie s 
of the American Rental Association and the efforts of the bu sine s s­
men in the rental industry have helped to contribute the late st and 
best data available .  Weaknes se s  in the data were brought out at 
the point of flaw where used in the thesis . More research i s  
needed and future surveys and data gathering ca n  improve greatly 
on the ba se provided by research completed thus far.  Standardi­
zation of expense categories and common terminology will also 
provide a ba sis for better future research . 
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Monthly Coat Breakdown Table Printed in The Rental 
Register, July, 1960 and February, 1963 .-
Eguipment 
Yards in Southern California Yard A Yard B Yard C 
Annual Gross Rentals $30, 000 $60, 000 $90, 000 
Monthly Income $2 , 500 $5 , 000 $7 , 500 
Dol- Per Dol- Per Dol- Per 
Expenses lars � lars � lars � 
Wag s & S al .  (incl . owner) 750 30 . 0  1 . soo 30. 0  2 , 250 30 . 0  
Rent* 350 14 . 0  350 7 . 0  375 s . o  
Repairs 375 15 . 0  750 15 . 0  1 , 125 15 . 0  
Utilities* �5 1 . 5  35 0 . 7  37  0 . 5 
Insurance (without trucks) 50 2 . 0 100 2 . 0  150 2 . 0  
Advertis ing (incl . telephone) 75 3 . 0 150 3 . 0 225 3 . 0  
Office Expenses 50 2 . 0  100 2 . 0  150 2 . 0 
Legal & Accounting 25 1 . 0  50 1 . 0  75  1 . 0  
Telephones* 50 2 . 0 50 1 . 0  75 1 . 0  
Taxes and Licenses 50 2 . 0  100 2 . 0  150 2 . 0  
Miscellaneous (in-el . gas , 
travel , bad accounts )  125 s . o  250 s . o 375 5 . 0 
DepreciationH 375 15 . 0  750 15 . 0  1 , 125  15 . 0  
Total Expenses $2, 310 92 . 5 $4, 185 83 . 7  $6 , 112  81 . 5  
Profit before Interes t 190 815 1 , 388 
Net Profit to Income 7 . 5  16 . 3  18 . 5  
Net Profit to Investment 10 . 0  21 . 5  24 . 5  
*The per cent o f  expenses in the three starred categories i s  higher 
in relation to total expenses for Yard A than it is for Yard B and C 
because the survey set a minimum dollar amount for these categories . 
�In connection with depreciation expenses , the survey s tates that 
Ya.rd A should buy $4, 500 worth of new equipment annually, Yard B 
should buy $9, 000 wor th, and Yard C should plan for $13 , 500 worth of 
new equipment each year . 
APPENDIX B 
1 9 64 SIXTEEN-LARGE FIJUvI SURVEY 
On May 2 8 , 19 6 2 ,  twenty-four men repre senting sixteen 
firm s met in Tuc s on ,  Arizona for a two-day seminar on costs and 
profits of large and mature operations .  Cost and profit data had 
been gathered ahead of time from seventeen finn s gros sing from 
$80 ,  000  to over $500 , 000 . All had been in the rental busines s  
ten years or more and i n  total represented two hundred years of 
aggregate experience in the rental busines s .  The finn s dealt 
primarily in tools and maohinery, were incorporated, and several 
operated multiple locations . The writer wa s invited a s  manager 
of Elmen Rent-All s ,  lno . , but wa s unable to attend this meeting . 
The data from the firm ' s  store in Sioux Fall s ,  South Dakota , were 
made available .  
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The most valuable part of this survey-seminar was that the 
data were double-checked with each participant so  that no area of 
misunderstanding wa s left unresolved with respect to common term s , 
accounting , and trade practices .  A s  many area s of conflicting con­
cepts were discovered as were re solv_ed but this wa s to be expected 
from such an erudite group . This survey data could ea sily be criti­
cized from the standpoint that all the firm s represented were 
profitable operations and therefore dld not represent an average or 
cros s section of their gros s category. It could also be argued that 
anyone getting as far along in the rental busines s  as thes e  gentle­
men would have to exhibit a similar degree of effort , profit , and 
cost performance to survive . 
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_ Other background data pertinent to this suxvey show that the 
incom e from equipm ent rental s in this  group was 80 . 9 per cent ,  
local trucks and trailers 1 3 .  9 per cent, delivery charges 1 .  4 per 
cent , sale of supplies 4.9 per cent , and other income 5. 0 per cent . 
The average income per rental contract with twelve firms reporting 
wa s $ 1 0 . 60 . The income from charge rentals wa s 56 . 1  per cent and 
from a cash ba sis  was 4 3 . 9 per cent. 
Figures for 1962 were computed on the basis of a refined 
que stionnaire. Twelve of the yards represented were from California 
and five were from other parts of the United States .  
A similar study was made with sixteen finn s repres ented at 
a meeting in Nas_sau, Bahama s .  The 1964 data, although in a some­
what different form than the former 1962 data , corraborates very well 
with the final figure s of the other surveys . One major difference 
was the use of the cost of sales  a s  part of the total expens e . This 
�veraged 9 .  5 p er cent- for the sixteen £inn s and had the effect of 
lowering the other oost percentages as used in 1962 . The profit 
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and depreciation (ca sh flow) figures would be comparable . The fact 
that the Na s sau £inn group were considered successful firms indicates 
that the ARA survey finn group were more average than the sixteen 
firm group . Profit before depreciation was 24 . 35 per cent for the 
over $1 00 , 000 gross £inns in the ARA survey and it was 29. 4 for the 
sixteen firms for 19 64 . 
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1 962 Breakdown of Operating Expenses of Seventeen Yards With Gross 
Volumes from $80, 000 to Over $500, 000 
Rent 
Supplies & Office Expense ( ubtracted from misc . )  
Insurance 
Taxes & License  
Telephone 
Legal & Audit 
Util ities (subtracted from misc . )  
Wages & Salaries 





Gasol ine & Oil 
Total Expenses 
Profit on Rental Gross 
Profit before Depreciation 
Per cent 
of Gross Volume 
4 . 00 
1 . 00 
2 . 90 
3 . 10 
1 . 00 
. 80 
. 50 
27 . 00 
15 . 00 
13 . 40 
7 .40 
3 . 10 
1 . 60 
3 . 50 
84 . 30 
15 . 70 
30 . 70 
est .  
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1964 Breakdown of Operating Expenses of Sixteen Yards With Gross 
Volumes over $100, 000 
Fixed Expenses 
Cos t of Sales 
Occupancy - Rent 
Office Supplies 
Insurance 
Taxes and License 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Legal and Accounting 
Utilities 
Total Fixed Expenses 
Variable Expenses 
Wages and Salaries 
Depreciation (Estimate) 
Repairs and Parts 
Miscellaneous and Vehicle 
Advertising ,  Selling and Entertainment 
Total Variable  Expenses 
Total Expenses 
Profit on Gross Volume 
Profit before Depreciation 
Per cent of 
Gros s Volume 
4 . 5  
1 . 1  
2 . 7  
2 . 9  
1 . 1 
. 7  
. 7  
27 . 4  
15 . 0  
13 . 0  
3 . 4  
3 . 6  
9 . 5  
13 . 7  
62 . 4  
85 . 6  
14 . 4  
APPENDIX C 
BREAKDOWN OF OPERATING EXPENSES OF FIVE YARDS IN 
CALIFORNIA WITH OVER $250, 000  IN GROSS RENTALS, 196 2 
Another group of managers of five yards of over $2 50 , 0 0 0  
gros s met i n  Southern California and exchanged cost and profit 
figure s for the years 195 8 ,  1959 , and 1962 . There is  les s  stati s ­
tical pedigree for this survey than the previous mentioned, but the 
an swers at lea st seem to strengthen the faots so far pre sented . 
Much credit should be given to the unselfish large store operators 
who are trying so hard to find out about their bu sines s  and help the 
rest of the rental industry do the same . 
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BreakdOlm of Operating Expenses of Five Yards in California; All 




Taxes & Licenses 
Telephone & Telegraph 
Legal & Accounting 
Utilities 
Wages & Salaries 








of Gross Volume 
4 . 20 
1 . 10 
3 . 87 




28 . 85 
15 . 00 
12 .49 
5 . 41 
2 . 05 
3 .  97 
80 . 99 
19 . 01 
Source : Five Yard Surveys of California Yards done in 1958 ,  1 959, 
and 1962 . 
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APPENDIX D 
REPORT ON STATISTICS AND TRENDS IN SOFT GOODS 
Prepared November, 1 9 6 5  
November 3 0 , 1 9  6 5  
PRODUCTS NEWS AND VIEWS - SOFT GOODS #6 
Subj ect: REPORT ON STATISTICS AND TRENDS IN S OFT GOODS 
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A total of 7 2 5  que stionnaires were sent out to American Rental As s o­
ciation �embers . 88  were returned , 64 of whom reported that they 
rented soft goods and 2 4  reported that they did not rent s oft goods . 
For purpose s of definition , the Soft Goods line include s party, 
banquet , guest , baby,  hospital , wedding , and convention needs . 
With 5 3  firm s reporting their years in busine s s , a total of 467  years 
wa s experienced for an average of 8 .  8 years . The mean (middle 
point) wa s 1 1  years . Three finn s had only one year of experience 
and one firm had 50 . No firm s registered 7 or 9 years in busine s s . 
Two firm s had 2 years ,  3-3 , 5 -4 ,  7 -6 ,  4- 8 ,  3 -1 0 ,  6 - 1 1 ,  1 - 1 2 ,  
5 - 1 3 ,  1 - 1 4 , 1 - 1 5 ,  2 - 1 7 , and 2-1 8 years experience . The 2 2  firm s 
that did not rent s oft goods were of no statistical value for this 
re search because they did n.ot represent a true segment of the firm s 
that do not rent s oft goods . Many of those that do not rent this line 
merely did not answer the survey . The real figure may be s omewhere 
around 5 0 - 50 . 
The makeup of the percentage of total volume of the finn s in the 
survey wa s a s  follows: 3 finn s did 1 % of their total volume in s oft 
goods , 1 -2 % ,  1 -3% , 2 -5% , 2 -8%,  6- 1 0 % ,  2-1 2 % ,  2 - 1 S% ,  6 -20%,  
6-25% , 1 -2 8% ,  2 -30 % ,  1 - 3 3 % ,  1 -34% , 5-35% , 3 -40 % ,  6 -50%,  
1 -85% , 1 -9 5% ,  and 2 did 100% of  their volume on s oft goods . The 
average £inn did 2 8 .  6% of its volume with soft goods rental and the 
mean wa s slightly higher than 20% . The mean is  m ore typical in 
this ca se because the specialty firm s bring the average up .  
When asked about their market pricing approach in  the soft goods 
line , 1 5  said that they generally rented inexpensive goods at low 
rental rates , 6 rented inexpensive goods at high rental rates ,  1 4  
generally expensive goods at low rental rates ,  and 2.0 said that they 
rented expensive goods at high rental rates .  There wa s room here 
for some subj ective opinion , but the concepts are recognizable . 
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· 41  of 64 ha d  a show room o r  definite soft goods area , and 1 7  of 64 
soft goods renting firms had no show room (a few with high p ercent­
age of their busines s in this line) . 
38  had a delivery service, 7 did not, and the other 1 8  had no com ­
ment. Generally the higher s oft goods percentage firms had delivery 
sexvice. 14  finn s did not include the delivery in the rate., but 39 of 
them did by having a minimum order . Two had O minimums ,  2 had 
$4 . 00  rental minimum for free delivery, 13-$5 . 00 ,  2-$6 . 00 ,  7 - $7. 50 , 
8-$10 . 0 0 ,  3-$ 15. 0 0 ., and 2 had $2 0 . 00 minimum s. Some had no 
policy (and les s  busines s than most of  the others) on delivery 
charges. 
10 of the 64 firm s surveyed; based their rental charge s on the cost 
of the item , 7 on the service rendered, 3 on the value to the cus ­
tomer , and 43 ba sed their charges on all of the above. Typical 
comments were: Charges based on competitors; on established 
rates and method s in area: same as competition; handling; compe­
tition from Jewelers and flori sts . Other comments were: Started 
busines s with several competitors established , could not meet low 
rates , s o  stres sed quality, increased rates and now doing well - a 
50 % man . One said,  " no price change since 1 9 52 ,  a 1 % man . 
(Someone said that Abbey is  a price cutter . ) 
33 firm s renting soft goods said that they considered the soft goods 
line, in contra st to the hard goods line, m ore profitable. Many did 
not know and s om e  of the larger ones ,  that gave full service ,  did 
not agree with thi s . Returns to investment were good, but when the 
handling costs were con sidered ,  the overall profit was affected . 
Some mentioned that it rounded out the ups and downs of the hard 
goods line . Some mentioned that the hospital line was g ood , but 
the dish line was not - because of all its sexvice. A certain volume 
was necessary. 
1 4  firms thought that the soft goods rental line was les s  profitable,  
mentioning that the demand was les s  and volume low . One said,  
"but not as greasy " . 16  finn s thought _that the profit was the same. 
One said that it was lots  of work , but that the line was g ood for 
December. 
47 of 64 firms con sidered service more important than price . 2 con­
sidered price more important , 1 1  considering both equally,  and 4 
did not know . Some comments were that price only invited cheap 
customers and headaches, price on large affairs, service on small 
ones - and the opposite - large numbers of chairs and tables is 
harder to find than small numbers, so prioe should not decrease . 
" Have cut rate competition " . 1 1Charge $1 . 00 more than competitors 
on 6, 000 contracts , clear $6, 000 . 00 and can afford to lose 
$ 1 8, 000. 00 to $30, 000. 00 gross busine ss. I charge the highest, 
set the pace, and grow the fastest . "  The successful firms seemed 
to charge the most . Evidently customers talked about price , but 
they really wanted service. 
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22 £inn s had a catalog of their products and services . 38 of the 64 
firms did not, and 4 had no comment . Many of the successful firms 
(in terms of higher percentage of soft goods volume) had a catalog, 
but it can evidently be done without . 
23 of 64 firms discounted to caterers, 35  did not, and 6 did not say . 
1 firm discounted 5%, 14-10 %, 3-15%, 4-20%, 1-25%, and 1-30%. 
Many offered discounts only if the caterers bill was paid by the 
10th .  A few said that the caterers abused the equipment . 1 5  finns 
said, when asked, that a high price for small orders will provide 
the best volume and profits when coupled with a discount to cater­
ers. 11 said no . As  a rule, the caterers gave a high volume when 
they did do business and were repeaters for orders. 22 said yes 
and 26 said no to the question, do you carry silver and fine china 
at one pr1ce to create an image ? 23 said yes and 17  said no to the 
question about carrying less expensive dishes and stainless for 
volume users . 
Some comments on the correct approach to soft goods for the general 
rental store: "Still looking myself-wish I knew, keep separate, 
cleanliness in handling a must, return clean and sterilize, wash 
and package for delivery - a 20% man. As a result of this survey, 
we are going to table-ready-dishes, can someone tell me where to 
get the bags ? Service ; quality and sufficient quantity , and variety 
are main points, a 1 5% _firm . 
Get name on big companies suppliers list. 
Get line of dishes that can be replaced-one pattern, charge everyone 
the same 10% .  
Separate space for display and inventory a must for the general store 
if there is no competition. If specialized competition, stay out of it 
if you plan to start . 
Good selection - go big or stay out of it . Have a clerk take care 
of it , not a mechanic, complete , clean , prompt service a 20% 
volume man. 
Shifting to hard goods - sold my soft goods stock . 
Sickroom needs much better than party rental needs. 
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Clerks must be trained in soft goads. Separate, clean and attractive. 
Changed to table-ready silver and china about 8 months ago and 
doubled my rates in some cases , no squawks because of better 
service a 35% man. 
Service and variety. 
Table ready makes good impression - proper display - ample stock . 
Selective advertising. 
The se are the facts of the survey . See how they apply to your 
operation and what you can do wtth them . 




Elmen Rent All , Inc .  
170 1  West 1 2th Street 
Sioux Falls , South Dakota 
Clayton J .  Charbonnet , Chairman 
Products Committee-Soft Goods 
American Rent All ; Inc. 
39 40 Tulane Avenue 
New Orleans , iouisiana 
APPENDIX E 
AMERICAN RENTAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SURVEY FOR 1 9 64 
SHOvVING SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Prepared in January, 1965 
ARA ANNUAL SURVEY OF OPERATING COST FOR 1964 
Instructions 
Your willingnes s  to cooperate in making this year' s Survey of 
Operating Cost a success is appreciated . You should personally 
fill in the section of this form headed "General Informati on ". 
The balance of the questionnaire may be filled in by you or if you 
prefer you may send your operating statements to the M oline office 
in the self-addressed envelope enclosed .  The A s sociation' s CPA 
will complete the report for you based on your financial s tatements . 
Please read the ques tions carefully before inserting your figure s .  
Comparison s  are valuable only if the figures are accurate and mean 
approximately the same thing to each participant . 
The figures we are requesting are for the year 19 64 . 
General Information 
The following infonnation will be u seful in clas sifying the Survey 
into large , medium and small stores by type s of stores . 
A .  Number of years in rental bu siness 
B.  Population of your town• s trading area 
C ..  Number of direct co�petitors in trading area 
D. How many branches do you operate 
E .  Does your company use formal budgets 
F .  Approximate number of rental tickets (invoices) 
used thi s year 
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G .  You consider yourself primarily in which one of 
the three categories belOW' -- Circle one 
1 .  Tool and equipment rental s  (Hand tool s ,  electric 
tool s, garden equipment , contra ctors' equipment , 
trucks , camping equipment, etc . ) 
2 .  Soft goods (Chairs , beds , party supplies , sick 
room supplies , small tools , electronic equip­
ment , etc . ) 
3 .  Combination (Of l and 2 above) . 
NOTE: We are asking for the category you are Primarily 
In . For example, if you have relatively few of 
the items under Soft Goods and are primarily in 
the Tool artd Equipment Rental business ,  circle 
#1 instead ·of i3 . 
H .  Indicate your preference for advertising media 
(Fitst , second a.nd third, in order of preference. ) 
Yellow Pages __ _ Newspaper __ _ 
Own Catalog __ _ Radio 
Direct Mail TV 
I .  Number of full time employees ___ _ 
Shows __ _ 
Other 
Other 
Part time ___ _ 
J .  Your total annual Rental Income from all locations is in 
the following category: (Circle one) 
1 .  $2 5 ,  ooo· to $50 , ooo 
2.  $51, 000 to  $ 100 , 000  
3 • $ 1 01 t O O O to $1 5 0 I 00 0 
4 .  $1 5 1 , 0 0 0  to $200 , 00 0 
5 .  $201 , 0 0 0  to $300 , 00 0  
6 .  $30 1 , 000 to $500 , 00 0  
7 . Over $5 0 0 , 0 0 0  
9 5  
Accounting Information 
I .  Inventories and Net Worth 
A . Total value of rental equipment (Ba sed on 
original cost of your inventory, not 
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depreciated value . )  $ ___ _ 
B .  Total value of merchandise, supplie s 
for sale $ ___ _ 
C .  Value o f  rental equipment inventory 
(See A above) as carried on your books 
after depreciation $ ___ _ 
D .  What is your net worth (Net Worth might 
be defined as paid-in capital plus 
earnings retained in the business . )  $ ___ _ 
II . Income and Profit 
A .  Annual tnoome from all rentals $ _____ _ 
B .  Annual income from all sales $ ___ _ 
C .  Total income from rentals and sales $========-===-
D .  Cost of item s sold (For example , sand 
paper , wax, or any other merohandise 
that you have s old during the year .. ) 
E. Gross profit from sales and rentals 
F. Depreciation 
G. Net profit for 1 964 (After income taxes 
and owner' s salary . )  
$ ___ _ 
$ ___ _ 
$_· ---
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III . Expenses 
A .  All wages (Include commissions , 
bonuses, owner 's  salary) $ ___ _ 
B .  Occupancy cost (If building i s  owned , 
use 1 2% of fair market value per year 
as rea sonable rent figure . )  $ ___ _ 
C .  Repairs (Include parts used in repairing 
. rental equipment. If work is done outside 
your shop, include parts and labor . ) $ ___ _ 
D .  Advertising {Include association dues, 
subscription, yellow pages , direct mail, 
new spaper , TV � radio , etc . ) $ ___ _ 
E. Utilities (Include heat, lights, water. ) $ ____ _ 
F.  Insurance (Include all insurance , 
llabili ty , fire , - theft , workman• s com pen-
s.ation ., health and accident , etc . ) $ ___ _ 
G .  Supplies (Include office supplies i stationery, 
printing, shop supplies , etc . ) $ ___ _ 
H .  Legal and Auditing (Include attorney• s 
fees ,. CPA fees , eto. )  $ ___ _ 
I .  Telephone and telegraph $ ___ _ 
J .  Taxes and licenses (Include all taxes 
except income taxes . ) $ ___ _ 
K. Vehicle gas and oil expense (Include repairs 
to delivery truoks , gas , oil, tires , eto . ) $ ___ _ 
L .  Miscellaneous $ ----
M .  Interest expense (Include all intere st on 
chattel mortgage financing , bank loans , etc . ) $ ___ _ 
APPENDIX F 
AMERICAN RENTAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SURVEY FOR 1964  
SHOWING GENERAL INFORMATION, INCOME FROM 
RENTALS , SALES , EXPENSES , AND PROFITS 
Prepared September, 1 9 65 
From the Committee on Res earch 
To the Members of the 
American Rental As sociation , Inc . 
SUBJECT: A .  R . A  .. Annual Survey of Operation s 
September 23 , 1 965 
Enclosed is a copy of the Annual Survey of Operation s of the 
membership of the American Rental As sociation . We think you 
will find the results of this survey extremely intere sting . 
However, it is  the committee ' s hope that improvements can be 
made in future years . Therefore , if you have any con structive 
criticisms or suggestion s which might make this  survey more 
effective , please do not hesitate to contact us . 
Your committee appreciates the a s sistance given by the members 
who participated in the survey and extends a sincere 11thank you re 
to them . 
Signed by 
William Morley , Chairman 
on behalf of  the Re search Committee . 
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September , 19 6 5  
To  The M embers Of 
American Rental Association 
In accordance with the instructions of your Board of 
Directors, we have recapped the information contained in the 
annual survey of operating costs submitted by your membership . 
Arthur F .  Carpentier 
Certified Public Accountant 
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1 0 1  
USED 18 OUT OF 23 USED 20 OUT OF 2 5  
$25 , 000 to  $50, 000 $51, 000 to $100, 000 
A. Years in bus iness 
B. Population trading area 
c. Competition In Area 
D. Branches operated 
E .  Are fQrmal budgets used? 
F. Rental Invoices Us ed 
G.  Primary Category 
· (1 ) Tool & Equipment 
(2 ) So£ t Goods 
(3) Combination of Above 
H.  Preferen-ce for Advertising 
l .  Full  Time Employees 
Part Time Employees 
ACCOUNTINg INFORMATION 
I .  Inventories and Net Worth 
A. Original Cost 
of Rental Equipment 
B. Salable supplies inventory 
C .  Depreciated Value 
of Rental Equipment 
D. Net Worth of Business 
II . Income and Profit 
A. Sales-Rentals 
B. Sales-Other 
c .  Total Sales 
D. Cos t of Items Sold 
E .  Gross Profit on All Sales 
III . Expenses 
A. Wages Including Owner 
B .  Occupancy Cost 
C .  Repairs 
D. Advertis ing 








6 yes/ 12 no 


















$11 , 121 
3 , 360 
2 , 470  
2 , 000 
800 
9-00 

















$ 3, 881 
$29, 336 
$34, 407 





$22 , 865 
5 , 800 
5 , 373 





H. Legal and Auditing 
I .  Telephone 
J. Taxes and Licenses 
K. Vehicle  Expenses 
L.  Miscellaneous 
M. Interest 
Total Expenses 
Profi t Before 
Depreciation and taxes 
Depreciation 
Profit/Loss Before Taxes 
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USED 18  OUT OF 23  USED 20 OUT OF 25  




900 1, 237 
965 1, 196 
1 , 535 1 , 420 
1,410 1. 6 00 
$27 , 351  $48, 487 
$ 7 , 474 $20, 843 
7, 970 12.470 
($496- ) $ 8 , 373 
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USED 13 OUT OF 15 USED 8 OUT OF 8 
$101 , 000 to $150, 000 $151 , 000 ~to $200, 000 
A. Years in business 
B. Population trading area 
C .  Competition in Area 
D.  Branches operated 
E .  Are formal budgets used? 
F .  Rental Invoices Used 
G .  Primary Category 
(1)  Tool & Equipment 
(2 ) Soft Goods 
(3) Combination of Above 
H. Preference for Advertising 
I .  Full Time Employees 
Part Time Employees 
Average 
10 
392 , 000 
9 
1 












531 , 000 
17 
2 
2 yes/6 no 










I .  Inventories and Net Worth 
A. Original Cos t 
of Rental Equipment $133, 246 $ 153 , 104 
B .  Salable supplies inventory $ 3 , 170 $ 15 , 049  
c. Depreciated Value 
of Rental Equipment $ 64 , 380 $ 7 9, 180 
D. Net Worth of Business $ 66 , 200 $ 90, 544 
II . I9c0tne and Profit 
A. Sales-Rentals $110 , 606 $ 1S5 , 442 
B.  Sales-Other � 10.418 � 73.608 
c .  Total Sales $121, 024 $229, 050 
D. Cost of IteU1S Sold � 1. 011 � 6 91 943 
E .  Gross Profit on All Sales $114, 007 $159 , 107 
III . E3menses 
A. Wages Including Owner $ 33 , 104 $ 56 , 938 
B.  Occupancy Cost  4, 054 9, 224 
c .  Repairs 10, 571 10, 604 
D .  Adver tising 4 , 374 7 , 220 
E .  Utilities 1 , 369 1 , 584 
F .  Insurance 2, 630 4 , 202 
G .  Supplies 3 , 558 3 , 839  
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(continued) 
USEt> 13 OUT OF 15 USED 8 OUT OF 8 
$101, 000 to $150, 000 $151 , 000 to $200, 000 
Average Average 
H. Legal and Audi.ting 1 , 013 1 .  740 
I .  Telephone 954 2 , 361  
J .  Taxes and Licenses 3 , 070 3 , 398 
K. Vehicle Expenses 4 , 044 4 , 688 
L. Miscellaneous 6, 011 5 , 843 
M. lnterest  3
1
370 2. 126 
Total Expenses $ 78, 122 $113 , 767 
Profit Before 
Depreciation and Truces $ 35 , 885 $ 45 , 340 
Depreciation 22,367  24, 213 
Profit/Loss Before Taxes $ 13, 518 $ 21 , 127 
A. 
B .  
c .  
D .  
E .  
F .  
G .  
H. 
I .  
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USED 4 OUT OF 5 USED 3 OUT OF 4 USED 3 OUT OF 4 
$201 , 000 to $301 , 000 to Over $500, 000 
















Soft Goods  








$300, 000 $500 , 000 
Average Average 
14 16 
217 , 000 1 , 133 , 000 
5 12 
1 2 
1 yes/3  no 3 no 




Yellow Pages Yellow Pages 
Direc t M.ail Direct Mail 
Own Catalog Own Catalog 




414 , 333  
14 
7 
1 yes / 2  no 









ACCOUNTING INFOfflA TION 
I .  Inventories and Net 'Worth 
A. Original cos t 
of Rental 
Eq uipment $287 , 077 $403 , 600 $962 , 393 
B .  Salable supplies 
inventory $ 33 , 447 $ 36 , 239 $ 19, 103 
c .  Depreciated Value 
of Rental 
Equipment $ 17 1 , 281 $ 180 , 37 9 $548, 5 59  
D .  Net Worth 
of Business  $139 , 940 $ 195 , 891 $332 > 831  
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( continued) 
USED 4 OUT OF 5 USED 3 OUT OF 4 USED 3 OUT OF 4 
$201 , 000 to $301 , 000 to Ove·r $500, 000 
It. Income and P4ofit 
A. Sales-Rentals 
B .  Sales�Other 
c .  Total S ales 
D .  . Cos t of 
Items Sold 
E. Gross Profit 
on All Sales 
III. ExJ.?ens es 
A. Wages Including 
Owner 
B.  Occupancy Cos t 
c .  Repairs 
D .  Advertising 
E .  Utilities 
F .  Insurance 
G.  Supplies 
H. Legal 
& Auditing 
I .  Telephone 
J .  Taxes & 
Licenses 
K.  Vehcile 
Expenses 




Depreciation & Taxes 
Depreciation 
Profit/Loss Before Taxes 
$300, 000 $ 500, 000 
Average Average 




$413, 564 $553 , .481 
�150.289 �151. 984 
$263 , 2 75 $401 , 497 
$ 97 , 2 97 $ 156 , 720 
$ 8, 947 $ 18, 428 
$ 26 , 100 $ 36 , 455 
$ 7 , 387 $ 8 , 895 
$ 2 , 373 $ 2 , 030 
$ 7 , 408 $ 9, 784 
$ 5 , 5 98 $ 1 , 711  
$ 2 , 302 $ 2 , 096 
$ 3 , 611  $ 3, 605 
$ 8 , 974 $ 14, 609  
$ 4 , 484 $ 7 , 505 
$ 14 , 200 $ 12 , 303 
� 61 380 § 91 35! 
$195 , 061 $283 , 492 
$ 68, 2 14 $118 , 005 
$ 48,387 $ 77
1
168 
$ 19, 827 $ 40, 837  
Average 
$765 , 480 
� 34.603 
$800, 083 
� 231 918 
$776, 165 
$249 , 2 90 
$ 44, 531 
$ 86 , 827  
$ 18 , 1 98 
$ 6 , 272 
$ 23 , 915 
$ :n , 023 
$ 4 , 5 1 1  
$ 1 1 , 538 
$ 2 1 , 3 95 
$ 12 , 987 
$ 34, 3 10 
§ 14.768 
$55 9 , 565 
$216 , 600 
$101, 233 
$115 , 367 
APPENDIX G 
CHARGE RENTAL SALES AND CASH RENTAL SALES , 
BY GROSS VOLUME , FORTY-TWO RENTAL STORES, 1962 
The approximate dollar volume of charge rental sales com ­
pared with the approximate dollar volume of cash rental sales 
showed a trend upward c ommensurate with size . 
Charge Rental Sales and Cash Rental Sales , by Gross Volume, 




$50, 000 50/100 100/250 250/500 
Per cent 
Approximate percentage 
volume of charge 
rental sal es 34 . 54 42 . 43 
Approximate percentage 
of cash rental sales 65 . 46 57 . 57 
Total 100 . 00 100 . 00 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 962 . 
74 . 88 
25 . 12 
100 . 00 
53 . 06 
46 . 94 
100 . 00 
The proportion of charge rental sales to cash rentals also 
tended to increase as volume increa sed . The factor of time in 
bu siness and the combination factor of size and maj or type of 
rentals probably acc ounted for most of this trend . The apparent 
decline from the $100/2 50 to the $2 50/500 may have been due to 
the s mall sample obtained . 
APPENDIX H 
RENTALS TO ORIGINAL COST OF EQUIPMENT , RENTALS 
TO DEPRECIATED VALUE OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT , PROFIT 
TO EQUITY, AND RENTALS TO MARKET VALUE OF EQUIPMENT 
These figures based on the ARA 19 6 4  data are intended to 
provide some basis of infonnation on turnover, or net sales to 
inventory used so extensively in other industries. These are the 
first known statistics of this sort and no real method has yet been 
worked out or standardized . 
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The rentals to original cost vary downward as f1nns grow 
older but evidently not as much as one might expect. The rentals 
to depreciated value of rental equipment would theoretically be 
more reliable but their differences were more pronounced . Profit to 
equity on the basis of given depreciation was used and did prove a 
positive correlative to the ratios previously shown. 
Rentals to depreciated value of equipment would be an 
accurag.e gauge if more exact depreciation were known and used 
throughout the rental industry. Rentals to market value would be 
very accurate but there is no known method of determining this 
figure . Until more research is completed the best oomparative 
1 10 
rental figure to use is  the 1. 92 times depreciated inventory . This 
could be u sed by the industry as a standard by which capital pur­
chases would be increased or decreased . 
Rentals to Original Cost of Equipment, Rentals to Depreciated 
Value of Renta_l Equipment, and Prof it to Equi ty 
Depreciated Market  
Original Value Value 
Cos t  of Profit of 
of Rental to Equipment 
Gross Profit Equipment Equipment Equity (Es t . )  
Times 
$ 25, 000 - $ 50, 000 . 89 1 . 89 (2 . 34) 
$ 51 , 000 - $100, 000 1 . 03 2 . 25 24 . 34 
$101, 000 .. $150, 000 . 83 1 . 72 20 . 42 
$151 , 000 - $200, 000 1 . 02 1 . 96 23 . 33 
$201 , 000 • $300, 000 . 76 1 . 28 14 . 17 
$301 , 000 - $500 , 000 . 87 1 . 95 20 . 85 
$500 , 000 - & Over . 80 1 . 40 34 . 66 
All Firms • 92 1 . 92 16 . 22 1 . 25 
38 Firms Under $ 100, 000 • 96 2 . 10 1 . 25 
31 Firms Over $100, 000 . 87 1 . 72 1 . 25 
Difference - . 09 - . 3 8  
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1964 . 
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APPENDIX I 
ADVERTISING SURVEYS AND FACTORS 
Telephone Service 
A telephone company yellow-page survey conducted in the 
upper midwest indicated the amount of yellow-page use in the rental 
business. One hundred and seventy-five firms in almost as many 
categories were given large display yellow-page ads for one year 
with special telephone numbers that could only be reached by calling 
from the telephone number given in the display ad . The writer 's  £inn 
was the only rental operation of these one hundred seventy-five 
firms. Our firm received 2, 482 telephone calls in a 338-day period 
ending November 30, 1962. Only twelve finns received more calls 
out of the one hundred seventy-five participants and only five of 
these had over three thousand calls . These five were all either 
banks, cleaning establishments, or florists. The cost of the display 
ad would have put a price of twenty-five cents on each incoming call . 
Approximately one-fourth of the calls were calls that terminated in 
business transactions which averaged about $ 1 0 . 0 0  each . The 
average business done per call was therefore a pres_umed ten times 
the ad cost or $2 • SO . 
1 1 2  
A recent  story by the telephone company show s  that ninety­
three per cent of users (yellow page s) follow up with a visit , a 
letter , or a telephone call . 1 
General Adverti sing Survey 
United Rent-All s, Inc . , a franchise  organization , conducted 
an  advertising survey through their agency . Re sults of the survey 
of ninety-nine stores (polled from a membership about four time s 
this number) were inconclu sive . Some data were obtained and the 
conclusions do shed som e  light on advertising costs.  The store s 
covered had grosses of under $20 , 0 0 0  and under $40 , 0 0 0 , s o  thi s 
data were not con strued as ooming from mature operations or stores 
that had profit-maximising situation s .  
A progres sive grouping versus a regres sive grouping showed 
that the progre s sive group spent forty per cent more for advertising . 
The weak group spent 25 . 8 per cent less than the strong progres sive 
group on the yellow pages and 48 . 8 per cent les s on direct mail . 
The strong progressive group devoted nearly fifty per cent of their 
budget to yellow pages while the weak group devoted almost sixty 
per cent of their entire budget to it . 
1 1 1Walking Fingers , " Newsweek, Washington Post Company, 
(April 1 3, 1 9 64) , p .  7 8 .  
1 1 3 
One conclusion is that lazy and sold methods of advertising 
were used by the weak group . Less time and planning was done by 
the weak group . The strong group spent 6 .  46 per cent of their gross  
for advertising and the weak group spent 4. 87 per cent. This aver­
age of 5. 67 per cent compares statistically with the 5 .  25 per cent 
advertising expenditure for rental stores gros sing between $25 , 0 0 0  
and $50 , 0 0 0  i n  the other surveys . Direct mail took les s than twenty 
per oent of the advertising budget , but a highly probable guess  was 
that this low figure represents more of the time the operator does 
not have to devote to this important advertising segment than it did 
to indicate the proper advertising expen se share . 
No strong statistical facts can be drawn from the strong­
weak comparisons ,  but the table below does give a representative 
di stribution of advertising expenditures . 
Percentage Dis tribution of Advertisin3 Expenditures , By Type, 
Selected Stores Under $40, 000 Annual Volume, 1 962 . 
Percentage Distribution 
of Advertising Expenditures 
1 1 4  
Strong Progress Weak Progress 
Types of Advertis ing 
Newspaper - Display 
Newspaper • Classified 







6 . 1  9 . 7  
9 . 6  4 . 6  
48 . 7  5 9 . 9  
1 8 . 1 15 . 4  
5 11 3  . s  
7 . 7  7 . 7  
4 . 5  2 . 2 
100 . 0 100 o 
S ource : United Rent-Alls ,  Inc . , Survey 
Factors That Contribute To Profitable Adverti sing 
About one-third could be yellow-page advertising expens e s  
and the rest balanced out to provide maximum use of local situa­
tions and the promotional talents of the rental operator . Free 
advertising and publ ic relations are fertil e grounds. Direct mailing 
to contractors , doctors, home-owners, and other groups , well-timed 
for their seasonal needs, has terrific impact. The results obtained 
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from the advertis ing dollar is  the harbtnger to use  instead of price 
alone . The strategy of advertising when needs are greatest is very 
worth while. Anticipating a season with advertising gives a longer 
period with which to amortize the advertising dollar spent . Timing 
advertising with new purchases in season sometimes can keep new 
items from that six month s to one year wait for the first rental. 
There is  so  much to do with the rental income dollar that 
advertising expenditures must be watched . The more the better 
does not apply necessarily. It would be equally dangerous to 
budget nothing for advertising. The rental bus iness i s  not a 
promotion-type busines s  or one where sales are vaulted by clever 
advertisements . The economics of the rental business calls for 
a comblna.tion of physical resources that will produce profits and 
commensurate growth on an average advertising expenditure of about 
four per cent . 
APPENDIX J 
SELECTED BALANCE SHEET RATIOS AND PROFITABILITY 
1962 ARA SURVEY 
Balance Sheet Ratio Analysis 
Current Ratios 
The current ratio of a business is the current assets 
divided by the current liabilities. "The current assets are those 
a s sets which will nonnally be expected to  flow into cash in the 
course of a nonnal merchandising cycle . Current liabilities are 
short-term obligations for the payment of cash due on demand or 
within a year . 0 1 
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Table 1 shows current rati-os for the forty-two firms in the 
survey. The survey data were prepared on the basis of carrying the 
rental equipment in the current section of the balance sheet. These 
ratios are presented on line 1 of the table . A less liberal view­
point 1s shown by the next set of current ratios on line 2 for the 
same firms by putting half of the rental equipment in the current 
assets . A very strict interpretation is shown on line 3 . All of the 
1 Riohard Sanz.o, Ratio Analysis for Small Business, Small 
Business Administration, Washington, D .  C . , 19 57, pp. 6-7 . 
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rental equipment wa s put into noncurrent or fixed a s sets ,  leaving 
the maj ority of renta l operation investments below the current line . 
Other pos sible variations would be different percentages of depre­
ciated equipment in the current column or purcha ses within a year' s 
time of the date of the balance sheet to be included a s  current 
assets . 
The interpretation of Table 1 brings out the problem and 
debate of j u st where depreciated equipment should be carried on 
the balance s heet .  Correct comparison with other businesses that 
are in competition for credit i s  an important goal . At present there 
is no standard method used .  As suming a two to one ratio that is  
considered to  be quite satlsfectory in most industries ,  the average 
of the forty-two firm s (contributor average s may be higher than a 
random average) compares well when using the liberal and com­
promise c.urrent ratios shown above . Accounting fbm s and lending 
institutions are beginning to aooept the proposed liberal view . The 
liberal view will be disaounted by many bank s , just a s  the strict 
interpretation would have to be adj usted for any fair com_parison . 
The industry is  ready f•or a standard accounting prooedure with 
respect to industry current ratios . A standardized compromise 
would help the industry to understand itself , be comparable with 
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other businesses, and educate the lending institutions that watch 
new industries so carefully . 
Table 1 .  Current Ratios Under Varying Conditions , by Gross Volume,  
Forty-Two Rental Stores. 1962 . 
Current 
Ratios 
1 .  Depreciated 
Rental Equip ... 
ment in Current 
Assets 












3 . 27 
2 .40 




3 . 72 






3 . 14 
1 . 81 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1 962 . 
$250, 000 -
$500, 000 
3 . 19 
2 . 34 
l . l►8 
All 
Firms 
3 . 71 
2 .43 
1 . 14 
Other Balance Sheet Ratios 
This data is subj ect to error because the data were not set 
up to have totals reconciled. 
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Tangible net worth is the worth of a business minus any 
intangible items in the assets such as goodwill . The ratio of current 
liabilities to tangible net worth was obtained by dividing current 
liabilities by tangible net worth in the 1962 ARA Survey, and 1s  
expressed as a percentage in line 1 of Table 2 .  This ratio , like 
the current ratio, is a means of evaluating financial condition by 
comparing what is owed to what is owned. 2 
Total debt to tangible net worth was obtained by dividing 
the total debt (not J ust  current debt) by tangible net worth (line 2 of 
Table 2) • Each additional ratio adds to the total picture of the 
balance sheet and makes comparison with other firms more obj ective . 
The ratio of net worth (line 3) to total assets was obtained 
by dividing net worth by total assets . This ratio i s  often referred 
to as the equity ratio and compares what is controlled to what 1s 
owned . 
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Table 2 .  Additional Balance Sheet Ratios , by Gross Volume, 
Forty-Two Rental S tores , 1962 . 
1 .  Current Lia­
bilities to 
Tang ible Net 
Wor th 
2 .  Total Debt 
to Tangible 
Net Worth 




$50 , 000 
44 . 00 
106 . 00 
38 . 02 
{iross Volume 
$50, 000 -
$100 , 000 
31 . 00 
95 . 00 




40 . 00 
94 . 00 
46 . 85 
Source : American Rental Association Survey, 1962 . 
$250 1 000 - All 
$500, 000 Firms 
90 . 00 4:3 . 00 
124 . 00 103 . 00 
27 . 86 41 . 00 
The balance sheet ratios above show that the finn s gros sing 
over $2 5 0 , 0 0 0  used borrowed funds to the detriment of their ratios 
but to the benefit of their operating costs and profits . 
Lending institutions take great stock in financial ratio 
compari son s  • . Funds are l oaned on the ba sis  of these financial 
ratios 1 all other factors of character a.nd capacity being equal . 
From the survey records , it appears that the rental firm s did not get 
to know their bankers or the bankers did not get to know the rental 
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operators . Compared with other industries the rental £inns were 
under-financed and under-loan·ed . It wa s axiomatic that an indu stry 
with growth and profits ahead of it (a calculated presumption) was 
not a s  desirable a loan risk a s  other industrie s with growth and 
profit behind it . 
At the same time that borrowed money will help,  caution 
must be used to keep from being undercapitalized with equity cap­
ital . A U . S .  Department of Commerce pamphlet3 outline s the ratio 
differences of profitable and unprofitable firm s  in thirty wholesale , 
retail , and service trade s . The les sons learned were ba sic and 
apply to most any firm . A summary confirm s the contention that 
lack of experience and capital together account for the va st maj or­
ity of unprofitable busines s  ventures .  Some findings were ( 1) the 
average size of profitable firm s wa s far greater than that of unprof­
itable firm s in all trades covered: (2) the reported operating expense 
item s were generally high for unprofitable firm s ,  often substantially 
higher; and ( 3) that sales to net working oapita.l ratios were oon­
siderably larger for profit-losers than for profit-makers . 4 
3 "Guides for Busines s  Analysis and Profit Evaluation , ,. U . S .  
Department of Commerce , Wa shington 25 , D . C . , 19 59 ,  7 6  pp . 
4 
llwi• , p . 38 . 
Table 3 compares ratios of four selected groups of finns 
from a Dun and Bradstreet study with the AAA rental group. 
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Table 3 .  1 963 Dun and Bradstreet Ratios of Selected Firm Groups 




















2 . 47 
32 . 4  
54 . 2  
10 . 9 
After Tax Profits 
to Sales or 
Rentals 2 . 31 
After Tax Profits 
to Equity 7 . 52 
Upper Quartile 
(avg . of upper 
hal f) Profits 
to Equity 





2 . 26 
35 . 8  
77 . 3  
10 . 8  
2 . 97 
9 . 93 
17 . 89 
Hardware Paint, Glas s  
S tores & Wallpaper 
115 29 
Per Cent 
2 . 60 
28 . 6  48 . 1  
71 . 0  95 . 7  
3 .4 5 . 6  
1 . 97 1 . 2 1 
3 . 63 4 . 35 
7 . 61 11 . 5 9 
*All firms except  rental have a minimum net worth of $35 , 000 . 
if'igures are med ians for all but rental store averages . 
11964 rentals to depreciated rental inventory . 





43 . 0 
103 . 0  
8 . 75 
2 1 .47 
21 . 47 
Factors in Saying Finance Costs 
Finance costs and cash flow problems can be managed to 
con serve interest payments and still provide the neces sary funds . 
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The yearly cash flow build-up in early Spring can be best 
alleviated by six -month simple interest notes from April to September . 
Much of the interest costs can be paid from taking all the di scount s 
allowed by the manufacturers , j obbers , and wholesalers . A rental 
operator can take advantage of dating and term s offered by the 
sellers . All hidden or open finance charges must be converted to 
simple interest figure s so proper decision s can be made on the cost 
and type of financing used. Proper aocountin9 records greatly 
facilitate the lender in appraising the rental firm 's borrowing needs . 
On larger pieces of equipment the favorite financing medium 
is  the chattel mortgage . The quoted add-on type interest ls  the 
equivalent of one and seven -eighths times simple interest quoted 
rates . At five per cent add-on , the simple interest rate i s  almost 
ten per cent simple . This type loan can be arranged for payments 
over a twelve- to sixty-month period (best is  thirty months which 
allows for three summer periods of payment) . The payment period 
can be de signed to coincide with the cash flow that the particular 
cnatteled equipment engenders for the firm . 
The basic cash flow from a rental business comes from 
depreciation ,  sales of retired capital equipment , net borrowing, 
additions to capital and retained profits .  Borrowed funds that add 
to depreoiat1on and profit can create a future cash flow .  
There are many other financial techniques used to even out 
cash flow . M any times purchases on the first of the month will 
still earn a two per cent discount by the tenth of the following 
month or forty days later. Monthly invoices sent out j ust before 
the end of the month may be paid in time to help pay the firm ' s  
bills due on the tenth . Large amounts due , such as annual insur­
anc� premium s can be timed to become due in the Fall when the 
cash flow of the firm is in its best position . Notes are usually 
paid at this time of year also . 
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The financial ability of the rental operator is very important 
to the lowering of costs for the rental firm . Financing equipment 
also helps lower average costs by increasing rental volume to the 
de sired maximizing profit point . 
Table 4 .  American Rental Ass ociation Annual Survey, 1962--Balance Sheet Summary . 
(Used 22 out of 38)  
Under $50, 000 
Average 
1 .  Current Assets : 
(a) Cash and Temporm-y 
Investments $ 3 , 281 
(b) Notes , Leases and Accts . Rec . 2 , 058 
(c)  Inventorie·s :  
(1) Mdse .  & Parts for Sale 2 , 594 
(2) Rental Equip .  Cost 13 , 122 
(d) Prepaid Expenses (Taxes ,  
Insurance ,  etc . ) 679  
(e) Other 2 , 402 
(f) Total Current Assets 20, 010 
2 .  Fixed Assets : (At Depreciated 
Book Value) 
{a) Land & Buildings if owned 2 1 , 869 
(b) Operating Equip . 4 ., 417 
(c) total Fixed Ass ets 21 , 37 1 
3 .  TOTAL ASSETS 33 , 497 
4 .  Current Liabilities 
(a) Notes Payable  and Equip . Con-
tracts due one year or less 5 , 754 
(b) Accounts Payable & Accrued 
Expense 2 , 096 
(c) Provision for Federal Inc . Taxes 2 , 149 
(Used 11 out of 33)  
$50, 000 to  $100, 000 
Average 
$ 5 , 570 
3 , 944 
2 , 180 
28 , 583 
835 
1 , 044 
33 , 121 
24, 548 
14, 911 
27 , 193 
60, 508 
5 , 747 
6 , 628 
1 , 254 
(Used 6 
out of 13) 
$ 100, 000/ 
$250, 000 
Avera,ge 
$ 5 , 410 
2 1 , 776 
17 , 772  
64, :3 18 
3 , 233 
6 , 888 
108 , 382  
37 , 506 
6 , 272 
32 , 720  
130,, 196 
12, 658  
9 , 47 9  
5 , 6 17 
(Used 3 




$ 66 , 284 
67 , 703 
77 , 856 
251 , 356 
8 , 444 
No Average 
470, 075 
133 , 631  
45 , 284 
178 , 915 
589, 352 
106 , 359  





Table 4 . American Rental Association Annual Survey, 1 962-•Balance Sheet Suillllary (continued) . 
(Used 6 (Used 3 
out of 13)  out of 4)  
(Used 22 out of 38)  (Used 11 out of 33)  $ 100, 000/ $250, 000/ 
Under $50, 000 $50, 000 to $100, 000 $250, 000 $500 � 000 
Aver� Average Average Averase 
4 .  Current Liabilities (cont . )  
(d) Other $ 1 , 118  $ 701 $ 1 , 829 No Average 
(e) Total Current Liabilities 5 , 6 15 8, 902 24, 312  $147 , 41 7  
5 .  Long-Term Obligations (Due 
after one year)  
(a) Rental Equipment Financed 5, 727 17 , 252 12 , 6 98 No Average 
(b) Other 16 , 667 17 , 172 26 , 807 No Average  
(c )  Total Long-Term Obligations 12 , 483 30, 600 35 , 42 1  No Average 
6 .  TOTAL LIABILITIES 13 , 548 27 , 092 57 , 234 203 , 2 36 
7 .  Net Worth :  (Item 3 minus 6 )  
(a) Individual Proprietorship 
(Capital Ac-ct . )  10 , 173  24, 375 No Average No Average 
(b) Partnership {Total all 
Capital Accounts) 9, 481 No Average No Average None 
(c) Corporation (Total Out-
stand ing Stock & Surplus ) 18, 557  32 , 775 60, 992 164, 173 
8. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH 





DEPRECIATI ON FORM UIA 
A one-to-one ground rule is used for depreciation expense 
estimates . If rental volume falls below the one-to-one total 
investment to rental income ratio, it is presumed that equipment 
has a longer life . 
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Depending on inventory utilization and type of equipment , 
depreciaUon costs can conceivably be any figure from ten per cent 
to -twenty per cent of gross rental income . 
From a practical ,  realistio, and tax standpoint the ideal 
depreciation life to use is six years . This will allow two-thirds 
of the seven per cent investment credit or 4. 667 per cent of equip­
ment purchase s to defray taxes . If the salvage of purchased 
equipment is estimated at less than ten per cent, no salvage need 
be figured when using the declining balance method . The tax credit 
allowance need not be subtracted from the depreciation base begin­
ning with 19 64 returns. The investment credit is ideal for the 
rental firm . 
Ground rule number one will presume a life of 6. 6 7 years. 
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The second ground rule concerns a method by which a per­
centage of gros s rental income can be allooated a s  a cost of 
depreciation . 
This was first proved out in the 19 59 ARA rental survey where 
it wa s established that most rental operations gros s one dollar for 
every dollar invested in the busines s .  This theory was first 
mentioned early in 19 59 • 1 At first this theory was based on original 
cost but this did not accept the depreciation factor as it affected 
incom e .  Then there was a period when depreciated inventory was 
used a s  the base for thi s figure . Because of fast write-offs and 
differences in depreciation this method in turn became suspect . 
It is valid now to the extent that a beginning inventory or ra pidly 
growing inventory will favorably compare with this final (it is hoped) 
concept . As a result of a seminar on costs and profits during the 
February 1 964 ARA convention at Fort Worth, Texas , attended by the 
writer, a new theory has emerged . The average rental operation 
will gros s one hundred per cent per year of its equipment inventory 
ba sed on market or replacement value or on depreciated value plus 
other net investments in the business • .  Where some type s of store s 
1James J .  Gartland ,  "Size , Scope, Growth of_ the Rental 
Industry , " Rental Yard Register , Vol . 2 ,  No . 4 (April , 19 59) , p .  1 1 . 
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do more than this it 1s as sumed that the delivery service or other 
special labor expense items make up the additional. Where the 
large rental store may not be able to hold this  ratio it i s  presumed 
that the efficiencies of large scale operations make up for the use  
of disproportionately larger amount of  capital to  rental income . 
Also,  the large rental store operator' s  financially advantageou s  
position of obtaining borrowed leverage capital puts  his own money 
to work at the same rate as the smaller operator enjoying a full 
one-to-one total investment to rental income or turnover. 
Other refinements and use s ·of this theory is that buying of 
new equipment is done with the thought of returning this accepted 
ratio to the £inn in one year • s time (a six months to a year' s lag time 
is allowed for). Any unusual repair or service saving s or expenses 
are calculated into the figures . A long-life fork-lift may be judged 
on the basi s  of the equity and payments in it for the year in defer­
ence to its long life and salvage value . In general, income over 
one hundred per cent of investor 's value indicates a need for more 
equipment , all things equal and considered. Income less then one 
hundred per cent of business investment indicates a need for the 
rental volume to catch up with the inventory . An exception to the 
above is a large, mature rental yard with a good profit percentage 
and/or a high return to the net worth of the firm. 
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APPENDIX L 
PROFITS 
What Is  Profit ? 
A profit is  the balance of income left after all expenses are 
deducted . If the statistics have been properly figured , average 
profits for the various stze groupings of rental stores ·and yards 
can be a scertained by simple mathematical figuring . In working 
with the data , and by experience in the busine s s ,  we find that it i s  
not that simple and that explanations and ground rules are i n  order . 
This study attempted to find the profit or returns for the 
equity investment or stockholder equity and the profit on total gro s s  
rentals and sales . Interest on borrowed capital from any source is  
charged against income , but owner' s  equity is  used as the base for 
the profit percentage figure . No attempt was made to arrive at a 
pure net profit . This could be obtained by subtracting a normal 
return of up to six per cent from the net of equity profit . Owner' s 
earned salarie s are charged off under labor. 
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Profit As Seen By The Operator 
Thi s i s  a problem for the smaller firm s and the data showing 
lower profits for the smaller firm s bring it out . Some sma ll opera ­
tors may consider all of their profits as  wages ,  and others will con­
sider their total income as profits Just as motel operators or fanners 
are prone to do . They often ignore the fact that they have $50 , 0 0 0  
to $ 1 0 0 , 000 invested, work seventy hours per week _, · and have not 
oonsidered busines s  equity ri sks . A seemingly high wage or htgh 
profit standing alone is impre s sive . 
The rental busine s s  1s  the first business of any kind 
that many of us have owned and operated , and a s  a result 
we are impres sed---- . However, had we ventured into 
other busine s ses such e s  a donut shop, a laundromat, a 
ga s station , a restaurant , or a hundred others a nd put as 
much into it as we have in the rental busines s ,  we would 
think the same kind of thoughts regardless  of the nature 
of the enterprise . M ost of my neighbors live much better 
than I do , and not a one of them is in the rental busine s s . 1 
The confusion of how much profit is  made in a rental opera ­
tion works both ways . A fast or slow depreciation write-off will 
put the actual profit ahead or behind the accounting profit shown . 
The ca sh flow coming from profits ,  depreciation and sales  of 
1sol Math , ••one Man' s Opinion , " American Rental As socia­
tion Newsletts:tr, I ssue No . 1 1  (January-February , 1 9 6 4) ;  1 .  1 2 . 
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· · capital item s . make profits appear larger when capital purchases are 
low and an apparent los s  (the nonnal situation) when the entire ca sh 
flow and much additional borrowing is utilized for new and replace­
ment equipment .. After a few years, the constant expansion in 
equipment , help �nd plant get old and a ca sh return to the owner 
in the fonn of realized profit s keeps getting further away. This is 
why a beginner's enthusiasm for profits he is apparently making 
turns into a .. where 1s  my profit ? "  situation . Answering this ques­
tion is one of the purposes of this thesis. 
At the 1963 American Rental Association Convention in Fort 
Worth, Texas, a successful rental operator expressed the opinion 
that the beginner makes more profit than the more mature stores 
because most of the work is done efficiently by the owner-manager 
and becau s e  repairs are minimal with new equipment. This i s  a 
powerful argument and it may be true, but it is  not substantiated 
by the data presented here . A prominent rental operator says about 
profits : "Today the thirty per cent profit on rental s is all gone .  
'\t'/here we used to pay $ 1 , 460  for an air compressor and rent i t  out for 
$ 11. 50  a day, now we pay $3 ,  500 and rent it for $1 2 . 5 0  per day . u 2 
2Jack Decker by John Hagens, "How To Succeed in Business 
by Really Trying, 11 Rental Equipment ·Register, Vol . 6, No . 4 (April, 
19 63), p .  30. 
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Profit As Seen By the Franchiser and Supplier 
The franchiser sells the idea of getting into the rental busi ­
ness and , of course ,  his view of profits are often quite different 
from the operator's  or the data presented here . The franchiser sells 
equipment , geography, knowledge , and methods or combinations of 
these implying a future profit to the prospective purchaser. 
An article in Cb§nging Times about United Rent-All stores 
reads in part: 
If you have $50 , 000  worth of hand and motor tools in 
your establishment, your gross should be about $75 , 00 0  a 
year, net profit thirty per cent or $2 2 1 500 . A business 
grossing $50 , 0 00 a year in party rental s should return a net 
profit of sixty ... five per oent, or $32 ;  500 . Over-all net 
should be between thirty per cent and sixty per cent . It 
should never go  below thirty per cent . 3 
A magazine picked off a rack reveals how inexpensive it is 
to get !n!Q. (but not through) the rental business. Mecbanix Ul.Y.i.-
tra:ttd says , "Many of the United Rent-Alls franchises are earning 
between ten thousand and seventy-five thousand a year . .. 4 
3 0Business of Your Own--Renting Out Things ,  11 Changing 
Times, (January , 1959) , p .  39 . 
4 .. Franchise ,  Easy Way to Start Your Own Business , " Harry 
Kursh , Mechanix Ulustmtgg, Vol. 56 ,  No. 8 (August,  1960) , 
p .  154 . 
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Another article in Fortune magazine entitled , 11A New Lease 
On Profits 11 5 says , 
In 19 60 United Rent-Alls had three hundred franchised 
stores whose operators together grossed over ten million 
dollars and netted two million five hundred thousand dollars . 
An operator can net twenty-five to thirty-five per oent--1 . e . , 
on a gross of forty thousand dollars , he might net ten thou­
sand to fourteen thousand dollars . 6 
The A to Z Company inserts classified ads to the effect that 
large returns on small investments are made in the equipment rental 
business .  Universal asks a flat fee for selling equipment at cost . 
Hertz Rent-All and Abbey Rents go after the more sophisticated 
entrepeneur with their franchise plans . 
A special memo dated January 6 ,  1 9 64 , from the Coa st-to­
Coast Stores headquarters outlines a recommended tool rental plan . 
It says that , "A rental business properly conducted can return 
twenty-five to fifty per cent on the investment . " This plan referred 
to the idea of a rental kit in conjunction with another retail business . 
Having tried this in two smaller communities , our limited experience 
shows a net return of less than normal in an overhead situation that 
5 "A New Lease on Profits , 11 Fortune, (February, 19  6 1) , 
p .  19 8 .  
6 11Tool Rental , "  HQY£. I.Q. filA11A Succegsful SmaU Business, 
Vol . 1 ,  19 56 , pp . 89 -9 2 .  
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theoretically would allow very high profits .  Many of the suppliers 
sell their products on the ba sis of a high gro s s  return to the rental 
operator . Many times th.e investment per year for capital items 
purcha sed i s  implied . While true , in many instance s ,  the picture 
is  presented out of proportion to the uninitiated . The impres sion 
is that the money taken in i s  all profit once the ca sh outlay i s  
covered.  The fact that a small portion of  the rental prioe (depre ­
oiation allowed and a small after-tax profit) is  the only available 
ca sh for replacement i s  lost . The rental operator him self must fit 
hi s capital equipment buying to his own economic situation . 
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APPENDIX M 
LABOR EXPENSE FACTORS 
George S .  May Consultants 
The George S .  May 1 Consulting finn was called in 196 3  to 
do a preliminary survey of the writer's firm . Although we pride 
ourselves in having a first class rental operation, their recommen­
dations had the effect of running an army tank the long way through 
our building. Although our labor costs are comfortably below the 
large-yard survey c osts for labor , there was criticism of our 
arrangement as c ompared with comparable sized firms in other 
industries . This is mentioned because it would apply to most of 
the· rental firms . 
As a result of this survey , each department head has a 
written outline of his responsibilities and duties . A people-diagram 
or responsibility ohart shows everyone from owners to store manag­
ers , d•epartment heads. , helpers, and office staff whom to talk to 
about what . The larger the organization the more communication 
tends to lag in it. The clear flow of lnformatlon and responsibilitie s 
1George S .  May Internationar Company, Engin�ering Build­
ing, Chicago, Illinois , Management Consultants . 
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along organizational lines keeps everyone doing what he i s  supposed 
to be doing. The men at the top have more freedom for policy and 
important decisions that affect over-all profits more than the smaller 
individual counter transactions .  A similar survey by the George S .  
May Company wa s done in June of 1965. A much higher rating was 
earned the second time. 
Delegation of authority i s  absolutely neces sary for the 
growing rental £inn . Where branches are conoemed1 centralized 
control must be blended with decentralized authority. Poor admin• 
istration can greatly increase the cost of labor. Poorly-managed 
help also affects other costs , e specially maintenance , and is , in 
addition , determinant of a portion of the increase or decrea se of 
busine s s . Rather than managing and training help properly, it ls 
the lot of many rental operators to try and do most everything them­
selves. This is  like being beat before one starts as far as growth 
is concerned. The ambitious mechanic-rental operator is  going to 
have to be an industrious administrator if he i s  going to run his 
busine s s  rather than have his business  run him. 
Types of Personnel 
Highly trained counter personnel are the keystone of the 
help needed in rental operations. Qualified repair and office 
personnel add greatly to the busines s .  Personnel in the rental 
field have to enj oy their work and look upon it as a challenge 
because it would be exasperatingly difficult compared with most 
jobs now days . 
Pay Scales 
139 
One investor-rental oper8tor pays his help one third of his 
rental gros s . Our distant branch operations are based on splitting 
the income between owner and store manager after the overhead 
expenses have been met. The manager pays for the help from his 
half and new equipment is purchased from the owner' s  half . This 
again amounts to the thirty per cent figure each for labor and cash 
flow . 
Pay scales vary from one store to the next and follow local 
patterns . Normally , pay is comparable to other industries for 
qualified help but the hours are longer . Seasonal help is paid muoh 
less and, of course ,  is worth less because of limited training and 
experience . 
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Benefits Add to Labor Costs 
Employee benefits can easily add to twenty-five per cent of 
the declared wage or salary. If the firm is a corporation , the owner 
may be considered an employee . 
Health and life insurance, profit-sharing trusts , and 
insurance trusts can give security to the employee and a longevity 
of employment benefit to the employer . The statistics on labor 
expenses indicate that it is wise to watoh that labor and labor­
associated benefits add to no more than one-third of the total costs 
of operating a rental store. 
